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1.
INSTITUTIONAL
DIMENSION

1.1. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PORT AUTHORITY AND ITS
SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
Introduction: Chairman’s statement on the key role
sustainability plays for the Port Authority and its
undertakings.
2017 can be considered a record year for the Port of A Coruña,
with activity reaching an all-time high both in terms of cargo
traffic and cruise passenger arrivals, breaking all the Port’s
previous records and consolidating the upward trend of recent
years. Furthermore, most of the objectives set by the Port Authority were reached, particularly those relating to the new Punta
Langosteira facilities.
Cargo traffic reached 15.19 million tons, a year-on-year rise of
9%, breaking the 15 million ton barrier for the first time in the
port’s history. A Coruña is now firmly positioned as Galicia’s
leading port in terms of cargo traffic, further reaffirming our
operators’ decision to commit to Langosteira Outer Port, which
leads the growth in activity.
Cargo import-export operations in the Outer Port totalled 2.33
million tons, a year-on-year rise of 63%, positioning Langosteira
ahead of North Centenary as the port’s principal multi-use
dock. Thanks to the optimum conditions, the new dock’s major
area of traffic, solid bulk, reached the unprecedented figure of 5
million tons.
The Port Authority is firmly committed to the development of
the Outer Port and its potential for generating wealth in A
Coruña, Arteixo and the hinterland. 2017 saw the start of
operations on a new 300 metre quay, as well as in a number of
other infrastructures, in response to the confidence shown by
port operators, who continue extending Langosteira’s facilities
and mechanical means.
The drive shown by the Port Authority, coordinating the pilotage, towage and mooring services and operators’ determined
efforts, all point to the continued short-term growth of Punta
Langosteira. The most important of these will be in terms of
liquid bulk: Repsol, the Port of A Coruña’s biggest client, is
already immersed in transferring oil unloading operations,
following the start in 2017 of the preliminary work for the
construction of the company’s dock, terminal and the polyduct
that connects it with the refinery. Completion of this project will
mean the achievement of one of the principal reasons for

creating the Outer Port, namely to distance large tankers from
the centre of A Coruña. Moreover, a second company operating
in this sector is also setting up operations here. The Spanish firm
Oil Deposit Corunna will be building a large 45,000 square
metre terminal for storing, mixing and distributing oil products.
Together with Repsol, this will lead to a sharp hike in traffic in
Langosteira and provide a major boost for the already proven
safety and operational guarantees the new dock offers.
Public investment will continue to be accompanied by private
initiatives. Highlights in this sense include the construction of a
new quay that will extend the berthing line to 1,550 metres,
improvements to the entrance channel depth and railway
connections, all essential in order to ensure optimum operational
levels for the Port. The solution to these needs is increasingly
close to completion following the undertaking by the central
government to the Port Authority and the regional government
(Xunta de Galicia), that financing for these projects will come
entirely from the state, thereby avoiding any additional financial
pressure on the Port.
Unprecedented cargo traffic in 2017 also meant record-breaking
figures for Port Authority revenue, which stood at 30.3 million
euros, and a positive year-end performance, with profits totalling
510,000 euros. This is significant in that it doubles the 2016
result, despite the financial expenditure and amortisation
attributable to the construction of the Outer Port and the loans
taken out by the organisation, within the frame of the finance
plan agreed on with the Spanish State Port System. Particularly
worthy of note is that revenue for the new dock stood at 6
million euros, 20% of the total.
As for the inner port, excellent results were obtained for fishing
and cruise passenger traffic, two strategic sectors for the Port
Authority and which generate employment and wealth for the
city. A total of 51,102 tons of fish was unloaded, a 17% increase
on the previous year’s figure, consolidating A Coruña’s fish market
as the leader in the volume of fresh fish and shellfish in Spain.
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The rise in cruise passenger traffic was even more noteworthy,
breaking all previous port records with 121 calls and 184,069
passengers, a 45% year-on-year hike. A Coruña is now the
number one cruise port on the Cantabria-Atlantic coast from
Lisbon to the French border in terms of passenger numbers and
calls, the result of recent sustained efforts that will guarantee that
this intense cruise ship traffic will remain steady and even increase further in the coming years.

The Port of A Coruña’s key function is to provide a space for the
trade of goods departing to and from the northwest of the
Iberian Peninsula by means of sea and land transport.

The Port Authority is committed to the development of the
Outer Port, as well as to the city of A Coruña’s continued social
and economic progress. The forthcoming release of the Battery
and Calvo Sotelo docks, which will be followed at a later stage by
San Diego, are a unique opportunity to improve the quality of
life of local residents, as well as to bring further progress to the
city. The protocol signed between the Spanish Ministry of Public
Works, the autonomous government (Xunta de Galicia), the
Spanish Ports System (Puertos del Estado) and the Port Authority have laid out an extremely positive road map for progress in
this area, guaranteeing public ownership of the Battery and
Calvo Sotelo docks.

Becoming a logistics hub specialised in sea traffic and transit for
cargo to and from the European Atlantic seaboard is based on
the Port Authority’s Strategic Values:

Strategy: the Port’s mission, vision and values. A description of the key challenges and objectives in terms of
sustainability related to aspects including infrastructures,
target markets, financial feasibility, institutional communication, operating efficiency and service standards.

7. Seeking the common good

The Port Authority’s mission is to guide the Port of A Coruña
towards that creation of value that can be shared with society by
ensuring excellence in port activity. The Port of A Coruña’s
vision is to become an industrial and logistics leader in bulk
cargo traffic in the North Atlantic.

1. Leading example.
2. Shared value.
3. Excellence.
4. Attracting and developing talent.
5. Environmental integration.
6. Transparency.

These values must be recognisable for the Port Authority’s stakeholders and form part of its undertakings to each one.
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1.2. FUNCTIONS AND LEGAL
STATUS

1.3. GOVERNANCE AND
QUALITY MANAGEMENT

General description of the port authority's legal
status, detailing aspects such as its ownership, competences framework, public port land management
system and financing mechanisms (in line with the
recast text of the Spanish Law on State-owned Ports).

Functions and procedures for electing the port authority's governing bodies, such as the Chairman, General Manager, and the Board of Directors.

A Coruña Port Authority is an institution governed by public
law, dependent on the Spanish Ministry of Works through the
State Ports System, although it has a legal personality and assets
that are independent from those of the State. Its key competence
is to provide land and sea infrastructures as well as general
services that enable other business agents to carry out port activity in an efficient, safe and environmentally-respectful manner.
A Coruña Port Authority’s offices are located at 3, Avenida de
La Marina in A Coruña. Its territorial scope extends to the
boundaries of the port service area in the inner port in the municipality of A Coruña, and Langosteira outer port, in the municipality of Arteixo, as well as the spaces affected by aids to navigation. It is regulated in the most part by Legislative Royal Decree
2/2011 of 5th September, which passed the Recast Text of the
Spanish Law on State Ports and the Merchant Navy (hereinafter
referred to as RDL 2/2011 in accordance with its Spanish
initials); by the provisions of the Spanish General State Budget
Law, as applicable, and additionally by Law 40/2015 of 1st
October, on the Public Sector Legal System.

The Port Authority governing bodies are the Chairman of the
Port Authority, whose functions are described in article 31 of
RDL 2/2011 and the Board of Directors, whose functions are
described in article 30 of RDL 2/2011 and which is chaired by
the Port Authority Chairman. The Port Authority’s management body is its General Manager, whose functions are
described in article 33 of RDL 2/2011.
The Port Authority Chairman is appointed and removed from
office by the corresponding Autonomous Community body. The
appointment was agreed by the Regional Ministry of Maritime
Affairs Order on 22nd April 2009.
Pursuant to article 30.4 of RDL 2/2011, the following constitute
conflicts of interest or incompatibility for board membership:
being an owner, partner, (...) or in general a director of companies or bodies that provide services or conduct activity in the
port, when authorisation or contract thereto corresponds to the
Port Authority, unless an elected state, autonomous or local
business representation office is held; any person who holds a
stake or direct interest in companies or organisations that have
submitted tenders for or carry out work and provide supplies in
the port, or any other activity that may require significant expenditure by the Port Authority, except in the case of institutions
governed by public law or unless an elected state, autonomous or
local business representation office is held”.
Matters are submitted to the Board of Directors for consideration which, according to RDL 2/2011, require its approval
(including, but not limited to, budget plans, pluriannual action
plans, the organisation’s annual accounts, the granting of public
concessions and authorisations, etc.), as well as information on
key financial, economic and social issues for its consideration. It
also receives reports on key events within the areas of quality, the
environment, health and safety and corporate social responsibility.
Members of the Board of Directors “are required to keep secret
the deliberations and interventions by the members thereof
during its ordinary and extraordinary meetings”.
The Port Authority Board of Directors delegates in the Port’s
General Manager tasks relating to assessing the efficiency of the
risk management system in financial, environmental and social
terms, and does not receive any performance reports thereto,
except for those conducted internally by the institutions represented therein.
Agreements adopted by the Port Authority governing bodies or
omissions therein that fail to comply with the provisions of the
Business Plan (see Business Plan) or that incur in any other
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infraction, may be appealed against before the Spanish Ministry
of Public Works (article 35 of RDL 2/2011).
In 2017, the Board of Directors met on 23rd February, 24th
May, 30th June and 31st July.
The Port Authority Chairman assesses and approves the annual
Sustainability Report, ensuring that all material issues are
addressed.
- The Port’s General Manager reviews the quality, environmental and health and safety management systems affecting Port
Authority workers at least once a year, prior to the external
system auditing procedures, and is duly informed of all issues
relating to the following:
- The organisation’s current situation and context
- Risk management in A Coruña’s Port Authority

Structure of the Port Authority’s Board of Directors,
including details of the groups and associations represented therein.
Due to its capacity as a governing body, the Board of Directors may
include various levels of the administration, business organisations
and trade unions; in addition to the Chairman of the organisation
and an ex officio member, namely the Harbourmaster, it is made up
of the following:
- 3 members representing the General Administration of the State;
- 4 members representing the Autonomous Community of Galicia;
- 1 member representing A Coruña City Council;
- 1 member representing Arteixo Town Council;
- 4 members representing business associations, trade unions and the
fishing sector.

- Legal requirements and all other applicable requirements
- Training considerations
- Queries and communications
- Suppliers and subcontractors
- Customer and sales action feedback
- Safety and prevention management
- Environmental performance
All instances where authority is delegated in economic, environmental and social areas must always be approved by the Chairman of the organisation.

The Port Authority’s General Manager and the Secretary appointed by the Board are also members thereof, albeit without voting
rights. The full list of Board Members and the institutions they
represent is available for consultation at http://www.puertocoruna.com/es/autoridad-portuaria/quienes-somos/consejo.html.
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Description of the management and decision-making
support systems used by the port authority, such as
quality management systems, balanced scorecard
management, and market specification campaigns, etc.
Service and operations standards: In 2017 an integrated
management system was applied, comprising interrelated processes
aimed at improving the quality and protection for the environment
and society that will together impact positively on stakeholder
satisfaction levels. It is based on the definition of a procedure map,
a single auditing process conducted by a sole coordinator that
centralises the management review process, supported by the
Quality, Environment and Occupational Health and Safety
Committee (hereinafter referred to as the CMAS Committee in its
Spanish initials).

The Management System is applied to the following activities
carried out by the Port Authority:
- Provision of general services and port service management. Works
management within the port boundaries. Management of port
public domain.
The management committee and its structure. The Port
Authority management body is the General Manager, whose
functions are described in article 33 of RDL 2/2011. Responsibility
for everyday management of the organisation is assumed by a
Management Committee comprising the heads of the various
functional areas.
COMMITEE OF TRANSPARENCY
AND GOOD GOVERNANCE

Integrated Management System: Since late 2015 work has
been ongoing on the review of the Integrated Management System
with a view to its adaption to the new ISO 2015 Quality and
Environment standards. In 2017 the system structure was adapted
entirely to processes in line with the new procedure map put
forward in the 2017-2022 Strategic Plan.

Port of A Coruña
Port Authority of A Coruña

PORT AND NAVIGATION BOARD

Strategic processes. 3 Level 1 processes
Strategic planning
& General Management

External

INFRAESTRUCTURES AREA
( F. Noya )

Port processes. 9 Level 1 processes

OPERATIONS AREA
( S. Roel )

Vessel
Public Domain

management
SR

Commercial
development
IS

Cargo
Handling
management
SR
Passage
Services
management
LS

Land Route
Goods
Receipt &
Issues
management
LS

Results

Forecast

Infraestructures
Development

Customers management

Support processes.
5 Level 1 processes

Development of port Fishery and Asset
investiments Dep.
Management Dep.
( L. F. Fernández )
( E. Blanco )

Support

People

Risk Management Study: Conducted by Deloitte, this study
provided an initial insight into global risk management. The results,
together with those of the Crime Prevention Model drawn up by
E&Y, provided a starting point for determining the operational risks
present in A Coruña’s Port Authority.
Balanced and operational scorecards were used for the
purpose of monitoring the operational objectives included in the
Business Plan. The aim was to guarantee monitoring by zone of the
key projects and initiatives set up in order to guarantee maximum
operational rates for the port.

Projects Div.
( V. Bajo )

Infrastructure and
Service Maintenance
Div. and NAS
( J. González )

· Projects and
Works Office

Port Operations
and Development
of New
Technologies Dep.
( J. L. Suárez )

Port Services Dep.
( E. García )

Public
Domain Div.
( S. Torrado )

Div. ITC.
( M. J. Martínez )

· Fisheries Office
· Public Domain Office

· Workshops
· Maintenance
· Upkeep NAS

· ICT Office
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CODE OF CONDUCT
COMMISION
CHAIRMAN
Communication and
External Relation Division
( R. Castro )
DIRECTOR
Secretary
( Á. Rey )

FINANCIAL ECONOMIC AREA
( J. Nóvoa )

Labour Relations
Dep. and O.R.P.
( M. C. Amarelo )

Sustainability
Dep.
( A. Guerra )

Economic
Management Div.
( S. Ramos )

Resources and
Processess Unit
( M. Braña )

· Quality,
Environment Of.
· Self-protection Plan

· Port services
· Security
· PFSOs

STRATEGY AND PLANNING AREA
( E. Maciñeira )

· Procurement
· Invoicing
· Accounting
· Cash Office
· Costs
· Taxes
· Budgeting
· Fixed Assets

General
Secretary Dep.
( J. Casás )

Port Development
and Commercial
Dep.
( I. Souto )

Administrative
and Engagement Div.
( M. Rodríguez )

Unit of
Organization and
Management of H.R.
( C. Otero )
· Labour Relations Office
· O.R.P. Office
· Support Service

Commercial Unit
( Mª L. García-Carro )

· Administrative,
Commercial and
Marketing Office

· Register and Archives
· General Secretariat

· Strategy and
Planning Office
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Description of sector-based technical committees that
support the Board of Directors, in addition to the Shipping and Port Council, the Port Services Committee, and
the Security Advisory Committee.

The Port Authority has a number of additional management
support committees. These include the Works Council, the Committee for Transparency, Good Governance and Social Responsibility,
the Quality, Environment and Occupational Health and Safety
Committee, the Ethics Committee, included in the Port Authority’s
Corporate Integrity Programme and the Local Competence-based
Management Commission.
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1.4. INFRASTRUCTURE AND
CAPACITY

Description of the port authority’s role as an infrastructure provider and reference to the landlord type
model. Details of the port’s general technical characteristics, such as land surface area, sheltered water
surface area, surface area available for concessions,
quays and their operations, and land access.
The Port Authority of A Coruña applies an advanced Landlord
Port business model whereby it provides port space and infrastructures and also regulates the operations conducted within the
port area, but does not provide port or commercial services such
as those of a technical-nautical nature (pilotage, towage and
mooring), cargo handling, MARPOL waste reception or passenger-related services. These services are provided by private
operators using technical and human resources that are not
owned by the Port Authority. This model is aimed at boosting
public-private cooperation in terms of investments, based on the
notion that the port comprises the core business for private port
companies, encouraging competition in the provision of port
services. The specific objectives of this business model are listed
below:

In addition to these characteristics, which are applicable to all
port authorities included in the Spain’s state-owned port system,
and which are circumscribed to the functions comprising the
legal mandate for Port Authorities by Spanish Law, A Coruña
Port Authority’s business model includes a series of additional
features which, without contravening any of its legal obligations,
enhance its potential to create value for society in general, and
for the economic agents it works with in particular.
Section 2 of the 2017 Annual Report on the port’s technical
characteristics includes a description of the port’s general
technical characteristics, including the land surface area, sheltered water surface area, surface area available for concessions,
quays and their operations, and land access.
Infrastructures in progress and their use.
Infrastructure construction and maintenance of the Port of A
Coruña’s two docks are also key elements in generating value in
our environment.

- To promote the port’s economic activity

2017 saw the completion of the North Road, which leads on
from the main road providing access to quay A1 and a route for
lorries leaving the marine terminal.

- To promote and increase private initiatives in funding, building
and operating port facilities by granting licences, authorisations
and concessions for operations within the port’s public domain

Furthermore, a facility was built for the inspection of agri-food
cargo for animal consumption, equipped with state-of-the-art
technology for sampling and testing purposes.

- To guarantee that port services for sea freight traffic are provided under appropriate health and safety conditions and quality
standards, optimising the cost of port freight operations

Surfacing work was also carried out on the esplanade at quay A3
whose specialised facilities make is suitable for solid bulk cargo.

- To provide and manage basic port infrastructures

- To manage port public domains and infrastructure in a profitable and efficient manner
- To manage the port in a sustainable manner, promoting this
principle amongst the port community in general

Port Authority

management of the port
area: private operators

Superstructures: cargo
handling equipments, store
buildings

planning, monitoring and

Port services: vessel services,
cargo handling, passenger

Basic infrastructure:

Commercial services: storage,

Complementary

related to merchandise, ship
repair
Complementary infrastructure:

Diagram 1. Port Authority Landlord Model

Finally, reinforcement work on the Langosteira seawall head was
completed during the summer of 2017. Thirty-five high density
blocks were installed on the outer layer which had been damaged by the storms that battered the Spanish coastline during
2014.
These investments in the outer port respond to the need to
guarantee optimum operating conditions and to provide
Langosteira with cutting-edge facilities.
Certified investments in 2017 totalled 3.25 million euros.
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Industrial or logistics promotion initiatives, such as
participation in a Logistics Activities Area (ZAL), dry
port, etc. and their purpose.
Industrial land planning
- Galician Business Area Sector Plan: This sector-based plan applies
the general provisions included in the land use directives regarding
the creation of business areas and industrial estates. This plan was
approved and published in the Galician Official Gazette on 28th
May 2014.

1.5. MARKETS

Traffic evolution over at least the last three years, represented as the total number of tonnes handled, total
number of tonnes by goods groups, and as a percentage
of each of these groups’ totals.

TRAFFICS

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total traffic of Merchandise

Thousands tons 11,957

14,153

13,933

15,199

Liquid bulks

Thousands tons 6,256
%
52.32%

7,914
55.91%

8,177
58.64%

8,789
57.83%

Liquid bulks
REPSOL terminal

Thousands tons 6,144
% on LB
98.21%

7,615
96.23%

7,862
96.24%

8,390
95.46%

Solid bulks

Thousands tons 4,311
%
36.05%

4,912
34.71%

4,340
31.19%

5,057
33.27%

Solid bulks
GNF bulks

Thousands tons 1,093
% on LB
25.36%

941
19.16%

858
19.75%

1,078
21.32%

General merchandise

Thousands tons 1,044
%
8.73%

938
6.63%

1,010
7.27%

915
6.02%

Rías Altas terminal
Containers

TEUS

146

214

0

Fresh fishing

Thousands tons 56
%
0.47%

44
0.31%

44
0.31%

51
0.34%

Provisioning and
inner traffic

Thousands tons 291
%
2.43%

342
2.42%

349
2.60%

387
2.55%

Total traffic / Service zone

tons / m2

3.25

3.39

3.38

3.36

Total traffic / Dock row

tons / m

2,650

3,136

1,464

1,597

1,959
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RAILWAY TRAFFIC

2014

2015

2016

2017

Coal

Thousands tons 1,054

1,425

864

1,036

Bioethanol

Thousands tons 112

113

108

128

Bulks

Thousands tons 122

112

60

64

Bulks in container

Thousands tons 0

0

0

0

Total railway traffic

Thousands tons 1,288

1,650

1,032

1,228

% on Total Traffic

%

10.77%

11.66%

7.41%

8.08%

2014

2015

2016

2017

PIPELINE TRAFFIC

Pipeline traffic

Thousands tons 6,130

7,600

7,831

8,416

% on Total Traffic

%

53.71%

56.20%

55.37%

51.27%

RO-RO TRAFFIC

Ro-Ro traffic

Thousands tons 0

0

0

0

% on Total Traffic

%

00.00%

00.00%

00.00%

00.00%

Number of passengers

129,597

140,417

126,735

184,069

Number of arrivals

87

92

94

120

1,218

1,203

1,209

1,195

CRUISES TRAFFIC

VESSELS

Number of vessels
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Hinterland and foreland. Main countries of origin and
destinations of cargo, understood as those which
account for 70% of port traffic.
The Port of A Coruña’s hinterland comprises the following:
- The municipality of A Coruña and its metropolitan area.
- Remainder of the province of A Coruña and the province of Lugo.
- Northern Iberian Peninsula and Portugal.
- Inland areas: Autonomous community of Castilla y León.
The markets served by scheduled shipping services can be
consulted in Chapter 7 of the 2017 Annual Report (Scheduled
Shipping Lines).
Most of the crude oil unloaded at the Repsol terminal comes
from Mexico and Algeria and the end products are shipped to
the United States; light naphtha is shipped to the ARA region
(the ports of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Antwerp); and olefin
butane to Morocco. The coal comes mainly from Lithuania and
Colombia.
Income from the five biggest customers, given as a
percentage of the total revenue.
Income from the five biggest customers totalled €18.27, 60.18%
of the net income.

2014
NET INCOME

Net income from
the five biggest
customers (thousands of €)

2015

2016

2017

23,619 26,955 27,645 30,361
13,041 14,853 16,746 18,271

% respecto al INCN 55.21% 55.11% 60.58% 60.18%

Description of the main local economic sectors or
activities which rely on the port for their business
development.
Cargo traffic in the port of A Coruña comprises mainly of liquid
and bulk products and to a lesser extent general cargo and fish,
although in overall terms, it is one of the leading ports in the
Iberian Peninsula for fresh fish. Cruise traffic, which reached
record-breaking figures in 2017. The port also provides services

for leisure and recreational vessels, which imply a series of
special circumstances (further details are available for consultation in the management section of the Commercial Report). All
these sectors work closely with the Port Authority, their customers and members of the port community (stevedores, shipping
agents, logistics operators, licensees and carriers) in order to
improve communications between all parties and increase traffic
in our facilities, both in the inner port and the outer port at
Punta Langosteira
Liquid bulk traffic, essentially energy goods associated with the
refinery operated by REPSOL-YPF located in the district of
Bens, on the outskirts of A Coruña, grew by more than 7.6%,
standing at more than 8.7 million tons. The sharpest hike was in
crude oil, which increased by 6% and more than 5.4 million
tons, as well as in refined products such as diesel oil and fuel oil,
which also experienced significant rises.
Solid bulk traffic experienced the highest rise in 2017, increasing
by 16.4 % to over 5 million tons (attributable mainly to the sharp
hike in cereal imports).
Energy and agri-food products in particular are responsible for
the rise in solid bulk traffic, with 2017 figures indicating the
major growth potential of this area. There was also a sharp hike
in coal traffic, which stood at 45% with 1.2 million tons, as well
as corn, which reached 35% and a million tons. Increases were
also recorded in bulk cement, flour, fertilizer and barley traffic.
As for general goods traffic, 2017 showed a year-on-year negative growth of 9.65% (attributable to the reduction in wood, wood
board and iron and steel imports and exports). Only glass
registered a positive growth, from 0 tons in 2016 to 3,500 tons in
2017.
There was a significant 17% rise in fresh fish traffic, which
exceeded 51,000 tons. This is the second highest figure this
century in a sector of vital importance for the city’s economy,
employing more than 10,000 people and one of the Port Authority’s priority objectives for the future growth of its inner port
and specialisation in clean cargo, once all bulk traffic has been
transferred to Punta Langosteira. Sales in this sector totalled
almost 87.1 million euros, a figure similar to that registered in
2015 (86.5 million euros).
Cruise traffic also experienced a sharp increase, far exceeding
the forecasts for 2017, with a year-on-year rise of 45.2%. Last
year the port received 184,000 passenger and 120 calls. A
Coruña is not only now firmly positioned as the leader on the
Cantabria-Atlantic coast in terms of calls, but also in passenger
numbers, with the corresponding positive impact on the city’s
service sector.
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1.6. SERVICES

Description of the private sector’s role in service
provision and port operations, including types of
services, and the Port Authority’s role and that of the
private sector. Description of the Port Authority’s
regulatory and monitoring role, with reference to the
tools at its disposal in this area.
As stipulated in article 104 of RDL 2/2011, the services provided by the Port Authority of A Coruña are as follows:

OWNERSHIP

SERVICE

General

A Coruña Port Authority.
The beneficiaries are the port users.

Port traffic use, coordination and monitoring
activities, navigational aids and beacons,
surveillance and security, cleaning, prevention
and emergency services, etc.

Port

Private initiative.
Although the Port Authority does not handle
them directly, it guarantees sufficient and
appropriate provision.

Commercial activities for port traffic operations, including technical-nautical services
(pilotage, towing and mooring), passenger
services, goods handling and the reception of
vessel waste.

Commercial
and others

Private initiative.
In this case, Port Authority activity is limited
to services directly related to port activity
that are necessary for compliance with its
functions and to fill any possible private
initiative shortcomings.

The provision of non-port activity commercial
services including shipping and cargo consignment, fuel provision, etc.

Navigational
aids

The Port Authority provides this service
from Carboeira Point to El Remedio Point.
The full list of associated lighthouses and
beacons is included in section 2.2.9 of the
2017 Annual Report.

Facility maintenance, monitoring and inspection of navigational aids to improve safety and
confirm vessel position and movement.
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Port activity regulation and monitoring
The planning, coordination and monitoring services for port
land traffic are provided by the Service Coordination Centre
located on the first floor of the inner port Fish Market. This
service is offered by the Spanish Maritime Safety and Rescue
Society in accordance with the contract signed with this agency
on 23rd December 2015.
Policing services are provided by Port Authority staff who hold
the appropriate qualifications and are affiliated to the Police
Service and are therefore considered to be port administration
agents of authority.
The accident prevention and emergency service is provided by
the Spanish Maritime Safety and Rescue Society, pursuant to the
contract referred to above. Their responsibilities include action
and coordination work in the event of accidental pollution in the
port of A Coruña. Furthermore, pursuant to the collaboration
agreement for the prevention and extinction of fires and rescue
services signed with A Coruña City Council, the latter will also
place its Fire and Rescue Service at the port’s disposal to tackle
fires and act in the event of an emergency.

Number of companies that operate in the port under
concession, authorisation or licence.
Licences for the provision of technical-nautical services, i.e.
pilotage, towage, mooring and casting-off are held by the
following companies: Coruña Pilots, S.L.P., Maritime Global
Service, S.L. and UTE Sertosa Norte-Carsa.
General vessel waste (MARPOL) reception services were provided by the following companies: TOYSAL, S.L., LIMPOIL,
S.L.U. and TRANSPORTES GABEIRAS, S.L. In turn, the
following companies provided stevedoring services: TMGA
(Terminales Marítimos de Galicia), Galigrain, S.A. and Pérez
Torres Marítima, S.L.
Consequently, in 2017 a total of 9 licences for the provision of
port services were in force.
Furthermore, and for the purpose of its commercial activity, a
total of 73 public domain concessions were in force at the end of
2017.

The general cleaning services in communal land surface areas
are provided by the temporary consortium Limpiezas Puerto A
Coruña.
The general cleaning services in communal sea surface areas are
provided by Maritime Global Services S.L.
Business Activity Coordination: See Indicator S_21

COMPANIES HOLDING CONCESSIONS FOR THE PRIVATE USE
OF PUBLIC DOMAIN ASSOCIATED TO THE MOVEMENT OF
PASSENGERS, FISHING, RECREATIONAL SAILING OR SHIP
BUILDING AND REPAIRS

PORT SERVICE PROVIDERS OPERATING IN
THE PORT DURING 2017
SERVICE

NO. OF COMPANIES

OCCUPATION TYPE

NO. OF COMPANIES

Stevedoring

3

Concessions

73

Marpol

3

Authorisations

268

Pilotage

1

Towage

1

Mooring

1

Total

9
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1.7. SERVICE QUALITY
Percentage of real land surface areas, defined as land for
commercial use under concession.
Inner port: The surface area defined as land for commercial use
under concession totalled 421,192 m2 and the total amount
currently under concession stands at 414,394 m2.
The percentage of land for commercial use under concession is
98.38%.
Outer port: The surface area defined as land for commercial use
under concession totalled 893,194 m2 and the total amount
currently under concession stands at 157,896 m2.
The percentage of land for commercial use under concession is
17.68%.

PERCENTAGE OF REAL TERRESTRIAL
SURFACE, MARKED AS CONCESSIONABLE
USAGE. INNER PORT.

Concessionable terrestrial surface

421,192 m2

Concessioned terrestrial surface

414,394 m2

Ratio

98.38%

PERCENTAGE OF REAL TERRESTRIAL
SURFACE, MARKED AS CONCESSIONABLE
USAGE. OUTER PORT.

Concessionable terrestrial surface

893,194 m2

Concessioned terrestrial surface

157,896 m2

Ratio

17.68%

Information channels made available by the Port Authority to ensure that operators who wish to provide services in the port or apply for a concession are fully aware
of the conditions required to operate in the port, and of
the administrative procedures that regulate this process,
such as the availability of the services’ regulatory conditions on the internet, sectorial information sessions, etc.
The documents describing the specific terms and conditions of port
services, following their approval by the Board of Directors, may be
accessed on the website hosted at www.puertocorurna.com, under
the section entitled ‘The port and its services’.
Updated versions of the terms and conditions for MARPOL,
pilotage, towage and mooring services have been drawn up in order
to adapt them to the new Punta Langosteira facilities and the
regulations currently in force.
The terms and conditions regulating passenger and goods handling
services are currently in progress, pending the Spanish State Port
Systems report on the pilotage service, and following this organisation’s queries regarding towage terms and conditions.
Initiatives promoted by the port authority aimed at
improving efficiency, service quality, and goods service
performance.
Cereal traffic in the outer port has experienced a sharp hike, rising
from 400,000 tons in 2015 to over a million tons in 2017, registering
an accumulated total of 2 million tons as of December 2017.
Rising traffic levels required the construction of permanent inspection facilities equipped with state-of-the-art sampling and testing
equipment in order to guarantee optimum operational efficiency
for users. Work on this building is now complete, and operations will
begin once the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture provides the necessary telecommunications.
2017 also saw the introduction of new SmartPort system functions,
such as supply controls using automated terminals or procurement
processes of less than 1,500 euros.
Furthermore the port process master was drawn up, providing a
summarised overview of all port processes, including the related
services and main principals.

Total number of tonnes handled in the port, which
correspond to concession or authorised cargo terminals,
as a percentage of total goods traffic.
In 2017 the port of A Coruña handled a total of 15,199 thousand
tons of cargo, including liquid and solid bulks, general cargo and
fresh fish. REPSOL’s terminal handled 8,390 thousand tons of
crude and refined oil products, accounting for 95.46% of the total
liquid bulk operations. Gas Natural Fenosa’s terminal handled
1,078 thousand tons of coal, 21.32% of the port’s total solid bulks.
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TERRESTRIAL ROUTE INPUT / OUTPUT PROCESSES - INPUT - OUTPUT OF
MERCHANDISE FROM ORIGIN - EST1

Port of A Coruña
Port Authority of A Coruña

Shipper

Consignee

Freight forwarder

Input
request

Op. Terminal

Warehouse

Transport
company

Truck /
Railways

PAAC

Customs

Point

Receipt
of demand

Shipment
trading

Shipment
trading

Trans. Order
transport doc.

Order
receipt

Shipping

receipt

receipt

receipt
Trans. Order
transport.doc

Origin Cargo

Trans. Order
receipt /
transport.doc

Merchandise
picking
travel

Merchandise
picked
at origin

Infor
Materials
Economics

76

This process map has allowed for the detection of the following
set of improvements. Work on their application will begin with
the definition of a systems plan.

16. To ensure the effective communication of information
relevant for terminal operations prior to cruise ship arrivals.

1. To increase the frequency of meteorological information
updates.

18. To provide cruise passengers and crew with WiFi access.

2. To make meteorological information available on mobile devices.
3. To provide details of changes to mooring allocations via
mobile devices.
4. Vessel call notification details.
5. Improvements to the information provided regarding authorisations for anchorage from mooring positioning inside the port.
6. Integration of deficiency reports.
7. Notification of Single Administrative Document (DUE).
8. To guarantee information regarding the entire service cycle:
start, progress and completion.

17. To design and provide basic training in Port operations.
19. To integrate and provide commercial actions related to
cruise ship calls.
20. Low emission vehicles in the Port.
21. To introduce a document management system.
22. To apply a maintenance management system.
23. To implement a workflow system .
24. To guarantee training in risk prevention and the acquisition
of skills for third parties working in the port.
25. To provide process contacts to channel ideas for innovations.
26. Functional specification of the systems plan.

9. To provide other planning services with transversal access to
activity details.
10. To activate simple user interface communications in order to
report information.
11. To activate a systemised authorisation protocol for clearance
outside standard operating times.
12. To activate an authorisation protocol outside standard
operating times.
13. To set up a customer management process.
14. To set up a reputation management process.
15. To set up an operational planning process for vessel entries
and departures.

Number of authorised companies, concessionaires
and port service providers that have applied for rebates to promote improvements in service quality.
Traffic throughput generated by these companies.
None of the port service provider companies are certified in
accordance with the service quality standards approved by the
Spanish State Port System.
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Description of the initiatives promoted by the Port
Authority to receive and deal with complaints or
suggestions from the port’s end customers, and to
assess customers’ degree of satisfaction with the
services provided by the port.
Within the frame of its commercial strategy and in line with the
objective of promoting the port and reporting on its innovations,
on 22nd November the Port Authority held the 12th Edition
of the Port of A Coruña Customer Forum. The aim of
this annual event is to provide a meeting point for the port
community and the port’s principal customers, as well as other
local businesses, providing an opportunity to share opinions and
reflect on the current and future situation of the port of A Coruña’s facilities in order to boost the standards of services and
competitiveness.
This forum is regularly attended by the majority of port community members and is of major interest for our customers, as it is
an excellent opportunity to compare and contrast opinions
regarding the current situation of the various areas of port
activity, the overall economic situation and the evolution in
traffic. Particular emphasis is placed on the operations carried
out in the outer port and the commercial strategy to position the
port on international markets.
The event also includes a tour of the Punta Langosteira port
facilities, providing participants with the opportunity to observe
at first hand progress on the work carried out during the year
and to learn about the latest innovations.
Complaints and suggestions: Pursuant to the directives of
Royal Decree 951/2005 which determines the general frame for
improving the quality standards of the State’s General Administration, procedure P-8.3.2 of the Port Authority’s Integrated
Management System includes details of the process for collecting and handling service user complaints, as well as initiatives or
suggestions for introducing improvements thereto.
Over the course of 2017, A Coruña Port Authority received 13
complaints and 5 suggestions, a rise in comparison with the
number received in 2016, which totalled 13. The complaints
were related to the various functional management areas and
were handled by the Department of Communication and External Affairs. In keeping with previous years, the principal cause
for complaint were related to port-city relations. Practically all
communications in this area were received via email.
Customer satisfaction: The Integrated Management
System is conceived as a series of interrelated processes aimed at
improving quality and social and environmental protection,
resulting in increased stakeholder satisfaction.
Furthermore, within the frame of A Coruña Port Authority’s
commercial strategy, since 2016 specific actions have been
applied in order to secure customer satisfaction and loyalty.

As for the customer satisfaction survey, plans have been
laid to obtain this information via a number of projects and
surveys conducted by A Coruña Port Authority and which will
be completed with the 2017 customer satisfaction survey carried
out during the second quarter of 2017. This survey consists of a
series of questions with scores rating for 0 to 5 in accordance
with our customers’ perceptions.
In order to conduct this survey, a list of A Coruña Port Authority
customers was drawn up by the Department of Port Development and Sales and sent out to a total of 137 respondents.
Furthermore, and as part of the 2017-2022 Strategic Plan, a
complete analysis of stakeholder needs and expectations was
carried out. This allowed for the identification of internal and
external stakeholders and included a series of personalised
interviews aimed at determining stakeholders’ perceived external relevance and performance of key issues identified in phase
1 of the plan as well as the region’s key prosperity vectors.
In accordance with the research conducted with the stakeholders
and the results obtained, seven challenges were identified in
terms of sustainability. This led to a series of ambitious undertakings as well as an action plan that will be implemented in the
coming years.
- CHALLENGE 1: To act with integrity and in an ethical manner.
- CHALLENGE 2: To maintain an open and ongoing dialogue
with our stakeholders.
- CHALLENGE 3: To promote quality and dignified employment.
- CHALLENGE 4: To boost the region’s social and economic
development.
- CHALLENGE 5: To improve citizens’ quality of life by promoting healthy environments.
- CHALLENGE 6: To further our commitment to the environment.
- CHALLENGE 7: To combat climate change through the application of eco-efficient measures in resource consumption.
Social perception: in September 2016 Sondaxe drew up a
report entitled “Attitudes towards the Port of A Coruña”. Two
samples were obtained: the first covering the city of A Coruña
and its metropolitan area; and the second extending to the entire
autonomous community of Galicia. A total of 700 interviews
were conducted in the former case and 400 in the latter, between
29th August and 4th September 2016. This is the second social
perception survey conducted by the Port: the first dates back to
2012 and was also drawn up by Sondaxe in the same areas in
order to obtain data indicating trends over a period of time.
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1.8. INTEGRATION IN THE
TRANSPORT SYSTEM.
SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
Current road and rail access, and initiatives envisaged
to improve this, as well as a description of the strategies adopted by the port authority to promote port-rail
intermodality in terms of infrastructure, operational
coordination, and sales management
Inner port accessibility: The port of A Coruña currently
has access to the railway network via San Diego Station as well
as various roads connecting to the following motorways: the AP
9 (A Coruña-Vigo Atlantic Motorway), the A-6 and the AG-55
(A Coruña-Carballo Motorway) as well as the A-6 highway (A
Coruña-Madrid Northwest Highway).

Description of the strategies adopted by the port
authority to promote roll-on roll-off (Ro-ro) traffic
There was no ro-ro traffic in the port in 2017.
Evolution of rail freight in and out of the port over
the three last years, as a percentage of total land
traffic; in addition to the Ro-ro traffic coming into
and going out of the port as a percentage of total
general import-export cargo over the last three years

Outer port accessibility: In October 2010 the tender was
granted for work to build a link road from A Coruña’s outer port
to the AG-55 motorway. Work was completed in December
2015 and this road is currently fully operational.
During 2017 work continued on drawing up the building project
for railway access to the outer port. The scope of this project
requires a detailed definition of all necessary technical, financial
and contractual aspects. Specifically, it includes the definition of
the branch connection infrastructure and any possible expropriations, the railway superstructure, tunnels, safety and communication facilities and the tunnel safety facilities. The scope of
the project has required a series of prior studies, including cartography and topography work, fieldwork, laboratory tests and
geotechnical studies, hydrogeological studies, preparation of
expropriation files, the replacement of affected services and
environmental studies in accordance with the Impact Statement.
The technical assistance work also includes the drawing up of a
building project for the outer port’s internal railway network,
analysing the layout and location of concessions, terminals and
loading systems.
During the course of 2017, a several meetings were held with
representatives from ADIF (the Spanish state’s railway infrastructure administrator) and the Ministry of the Environment in
order to speed up the project procedures. The Environmental
Impact Statement was approved at the end of 2017.

YEAR

% OF CARGO ENTERING
AND LEAVING THE PORT BY
RAIL, AS A PERCENTAGE OF
THE TOTAL ROAD AND RAIL
TRAFFIC.

% OF SEA FREIGHT
ENTERING AND LEAVING
THE PORT BY RO-RO, AS A
PERCENTAGE OF THE
TOTAL GENERAL
IMPORT-EXPORT CARGO.

2015

11.66

0.00

2016

7.41

0.00

2017

8.08

0.00

1.9. INSTITUTIONAL
COMMUNICATION
Stakeholders identified by the Port Authority.
Following the stakeholder identification methodology created by
Ronald K. Mitchell , based on the fullest possible list of groups
identified in accordance with a series of characteristics , and
who, in some cases, may adopt the position of dividers (due to
their determination to heighten conflicting positions), and in
others of connectors (due to their mediating capacity), the
groups are categorised (institutional, corporate, environmental,
social, political, cultural, etc.) and finally classified in accordance
with criteria based on power, legitimacy and urgency).

1. Toward a Theory of Stakeholder Identification and Salience: Defining the Principle of Who and
What Really Counts. Ronald K. Mitchell, Bradley R. Agle, Donna J. Wood. The Academy of
Management Review, Vol. 22, No. 4 (Oct., 1997), pp. 853-886.
2. Groups of persons that may or may not comprise organisations, with or without institutional cover,
who hold interests that may or may not be aligned with those of the Port Authority, yet who have
information or a specific interest in a particular issue related to port activity, either because it may affect
them now or in the future, or because they hold authority, have the capacity to determine regulations,
block proposals or initiatives, and that may have (economic, infrastructure, know-how or experience)
resources or relations.
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The final result was as shown below, divided in accordance with their
degree of influence (from inner to outer, as in the following figure):

G Crucial stakeholders: A Coruña City Council, Arteixo Town
council, the Spanish Ministry of Public Works via the State Ports
system and A Coruña's Harbourmaster , the Fish Market and
Fishing guilds and associations.
Expectant stakeholders: Residents in A Coruña and Arteixo,
operators and consignees and institutional stakeholders.
Latent stakeholders: Port Authority staff, the University, port
companies not included in other categories, sports club and nautical
faciliy licensees.
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Communication with stakeholders and stakeholder
participation.
Communication and collaboration strategies and communication channels.
A Coruña Port Authority is committed to informing society
about its institutional, economic, environmental and social
reality, and in this sense has created a communication strategy
that will guarantee awareness of port activity amongst its stakeholders, through measures that include collaboration in a series
of activities aimed at boosting port awareness and knowledge.
The Port Authority website (www.puertocoruna.com) is a
communication tool that is used in conjunction with others,
including forums, seminars, trade fairs and other events organised to communicate the port’s activity and situation and to
gather information regarding the concerns and wishes of our
stakeholders. Likewise, the website at cma.puertocoruna.com
provides meteorological, oceanographic and environmental
information for port users and residents in A Coruña and
Arteixo.
In 2017 Port Authority accounts were set up on YouTube,
Twitter and Facebook, and it also continues to be present on
professional social media such as LinkedIn. The Port Authority’s
presence on social media is monitored constantly in order to
respond to any concerns, requests or queries that may arise.
In terms of social responsibility, the Port Authority management
approach and performance in 2017 were reported via this
Sustainability Report. The Port Authority also published its
Annual Report, which includes full details of its economic and
financial performance.

Stakeholders’ main concerns.
In the light of the various direct consultations with stakeholder
groups associated with the drawing up of the new Strategic Plan,
the key issues in 2017 were as follows:
- Public ownership of La Solana and the Battery and Calvo
Sotelo docks.
- Transfer of activity to the outer port
- Construction of the railway network
- Decarbonisation of the economy
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1.10. SALES PROMOTION
Coordination and cooperation projects with other
authorities.
There are currently more than 60 collaboration agreements
signed with various local, regional and state administrations, as
well as with university foundations, national and foreign organisations, etc.
Technical and business associations the Port Authority
belongs to or in which it plays an active role.
As a further element of dialogue with its various stakeholders,
the Port Authority is a member of the following associations and
foundations: the ECOPORTS Foundation; the European Sea
Ports Organisation (ESPO); the Association for the Collaboration between Ports and Cities (RETE); the Cruise Europe
Association; the Costa Verde Cruise Association; A Coruña
Chamber of Commerce; A Coruña Tourism and Congress
Consortium; CLIA Spain - Cruise Lines International Association; the Association for Progress in Management; A Coruña
Business Association; the Galician Association of Compound
Feed Manufacturers; the International Association of Marine
Aids to Navigation; the Spanish Association of Port Law Studies;
and the Galician Logistics Cluster. In some cases it forms part of
the management and governing bodies.
A Coruña Port Authority has also signed agreements with the
University of A Coruña Foundation, the Galician Civil Engineering Foundation and with not-for-profit organisations ECOEMBES and AMBILAMP. Finally, it has been a GRI organisational
stakeholder since 2008.

Description of the initiatives carried out by the port
authority for the port’s commercial promotion. Refer
to the target sectors and to possible field work carried
out for market prospection.
Throughout 2017, A Coruña Port Authority continued with its
sales strategy efforts, boosting the international promotion of the
port’s facilities in accordance with the guidelines of its Strategic
Sales Plan. This plan is based on the search for new markets to
capture traffic and identify potential investors, as well as specific
actions aimed at securing the satisfaction and loyalty of customers currently operating in the port. This consisted of a monitoring process, not only providing support for existing operators in
the gradual transfer of operations to the outer port, but also of
new customers with plans to operate and generate economic
activity in the port and that have requested licences and authorisations for Punta Langosteira.
In addition, sales efforts in 2017 have also centred on attracting
new traffic, seeking and identifying potential investors both in
Spain and abroad, attracted by the business opportunities and
differential advantages of the new port infrastructures. These
efforts have included a number of actions, including participation in trade fairs in order to position the outer port internationally, promoting its advantages as a world-class logistics platform
for certain types of traffic and for whom a hub port represents a
competitive advantage, particularly in the case of hydrocarbon
and solid bulk traffic.
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Sales promotion expenses, expressed as a total amount
and as a percentage of total operating expenses.
In 2017, Port Authority expenditure on sales promotion totalled
€82,187, 0.24% of the operating expenses.

Sales promotion expenses (thousands of €)

82.19

Operating expenses (thousands of €)

34,461

% of sales promotion expenses

0.24%

Foundations, cultural initiatives, courses, seminars,
training programmes and other social programmes
promoted or supported by the Port Authority, and the
total financial resources assigned: expenses and investments, expressed as a total in euros and as a percentage
of the Port Authority’s total expenses and investments.
Several highlights of the dissemination /training actions carried out
during 2017 are listed below:
- State Ports System Communications Forum (February 2017).
- Event to support the humanitarian organisation Proactiva Open
Arms (June 2017).

1.11. INSTITUTIONAL
COMMITMENT

- Organisation of the Lighthouse Route (throughout the year)
through the Cultural and Sports Group.

Description of communication and service provision
projects using the internet or other electronic media
aimed at optimising port management, providing information to stakeholders, and facilitating customer and
supplier management.

- Christmas Fellowship Lunch (December 2017).

In 2017 a tender was issued for the LAND AND MOBILE
TELEPHONE SERVICE AND ACQUISITION OF A COMMUNICATION INTEGRATION SYSTEM FOR THE CONTROL CENTRE contract, which included improvements to the
Port Authority Control Centre’s integrated communications (24
hour service).
Furthermore, and in relation to the SmartPort project, which was
launched in 2015, new functions were deployed in 2017, including
supply monitoring using automated terminals and workflows for
procurement processes to a value of less than 1,500 euros.
R&D&I projects promoted by the Port Authority or in
which it takes an active role, their objectives and achievements, and the authorities it cooperates with on these
projects. Total economic resources assigned: expenses
and investments, expressed as a total in euros and as a
percentage of the Port Authority’s total expenses and
investments.
Investment in the SmartPort R&D&I project in 2017 totalled
€34,461.00.

2017

Innovation expenditure (thousands of €)

48.53 M€

Operation expenses (thousands of €)

34,461.00 M€

% innovation expenditure

0.14%

- Presentation of the book entitled Galicia. Descubriendo el paraíso
(‘Galicia. Discovering Paradise’ (June 2017).
- Collaboration with activities organised by the Isabel Zendal
Association (throughout the year).
- Collaboration with the ‘Sail the Way’ crossing (June 2017) .
- School port tours (January - May 2017).
- Collaboration with the Virgen del Carmen Procession (July 2017).

Description of programmes or projects aimed at improving the port-city interface and total economic resources
allocated to this concept: expenses and investments,
expressed as a total in euros and as a percentage of the
Port Authority’s total expenses and investments.
Following completion of the standard urban development in the
Marina inner harbour, no further significant actions have been
taken.
Specifically €24,433.50 were investment in replacing lighting
facilities in the Marina inner harbour area.
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Total financial resources: expenses and investments
assigned to security and safety, expressed as a total in
euros and as a percentage of the Port Authority’s total
expenses and investments. Description of the items or
initiatives included:

EXPENDITURE AND INVESTMENT IN SECURITY AND PROTECTION

2015

2016

2017

Operating expenses (thousands of €)

30,193

31,848

34,461

Security expenses (thousands of €)

61.52

76.06

55.08

Expenditure on Third Party Prevention Service

17

10.94

10.94

3.9

0.88

0

30.52

30.21

37.25

Navigational aids and information
Expenditure on Business Activity Coordination
Port Protection Plan
SEIS Agreement

22.90

Self-protection plan review expenditure
OHSAS 18001:2007 certification and application

10.1

11.13

6.89

% of security expenditure

0.20%

0.24%

0.16%

Investments (thousands of €)

0

0

Navigational aids

0

Access controls and surveillance systems

0

Self-Protection Plan update, drawing up of the emergency manual
and its integration in SmartPort and identification of planning
criteria for the outer port.

20.24

5.60

% of investment in security

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Total expenditure and investment (thousands of €)

61.52

96.30

60.68
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Total financial resources: expenses and investments
assigned to environmental issues, expressed as a total in
euros and as a percentage of the Port Authority’s total
expenses and investments. A description of the items or
initiatives included.
2015

2015

2015

Operating expenses (thousands of €)

30,193.00

31,848.00

34,461.00

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENSES (THOUSANDS OF €)

1,083.37

1,113.83

1,180.22

Expenses/service areas (€/m2)

0.52

0.50

Expenses corresponding to the cleaning of communal land and sea
surfaces (PdEa03, thousands of €)

576.29

559.19

546.67

MARPOL waste management expenses

469.72

499.69

581.48

16.30

Sewage treatment plant maintenance (thousands of €)

14.19

11.85

Environmental setting maintenance (thousands of €)

0.52

8.96

Environmental scorecard maintenance (thousands of €)

8.44

8.44

Environmental quality maintenance (thousands of €)

12.48

Wastewater sampling and analysis (thousands of €)

3.31

Sound pressure testing (thousands of €)

0.44

ISO14001-EMAS III certification and application (thousands of €)

18.89

Groundwater testing

1.90

Technical assistance. Waste and subproduct management information

0.34

1.44

11.67

Transport and handling of 5 PCB transformers

1.25

Collection of 60 flares

1.14

13.79

INTECMAR support vessel service

0.45

Pollution containment barriers

1.49

Initial study of the port seagull colony

0.20
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2015

2015

2015

Port dock water mass analyses

4.96

Sea water testing

0.62

Regular noise measurements

0.46

Hydrocarbon absorbers and dispersants

0.86

% of environmental expenses

0.04

0.03

0.03

ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENTS (MILES DE €)

95.67

139.89

2.57

Weather station – outer port esplanade
Environmental scorecard development
Replacement of the sample pump repair kit, flow control
measurer and online filter for the air quality station in
Punta Langosteira

1.29

Acquisition of a pyranometer for the weather station in San Diego dock

0.38

SmartPort (Water quality, CO and environmental scorecard monitors)

94.00

Operational system for predicting spillage trajectories

20.00

Acquisition of a pressure gauge for the weather station situated at the
seawall head in the port of A Coruña

0.83

Acquisition of three protective covers for the pollution containment
barriers in the San Diego, Transatlantic and Langosteira docks

2.25

Predication study for the entry of contaminants in the outer port

6.30

Acquisition of an HMP155 humidity and temperature probe

0.65

Emergency action on the Barrañán beach shelf

109.86

Acquisition of a pump for the weather station

1.23

Acquisition of an anemometer for the weather station

1.34

% of environmental investments

0.00

0.00

0.00

TOTAL EXPENSES AND INVESTMENTS

1,179.56

1,254.22

1,182.79
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2.
ECONOMIC
DIMENSION
2.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE
PORT AUTHORITY'S
ECONOMIC POLICY
Main challenges, management initiatives and action
programmes promoted by the Port Authority in economic matters, in relation to aspects such as financial
stability and the efficiency in the exploitation of the
available resources.
At the end of the year 2017, the Business Plan was approved for
2018, including the operating budgets and the investment budget of
the PAAC, with the inclusion of its investment plan. Given the
situation of the arrangement of the Budget Law for the year 2018,
at the end of the year 2017, it was necessary to activate the extension of the 2017 budget as the initial budget for the year 2018, for
all the Port Authorities and Ports of the State, adapting them through the corresponding agreement of the Governing Council of the
Ports of the State at its meeting held on December 2017.

Evolution during, at least, the last three years of the
EBIDTA expressed in euros, of the total of moved tons,
of the EBIDTA ratio compared against moved ton, and
of the percentage of variation of the EBIDTA compared
to the previous year (closed on 31 December).

2015

2016

2017

EBIDTA

22,003

16,149

18,482

% de variation of EBIDTA

15.95% -26.61% 14.45%

Moved tons

14,153

13,920

15,199

RATIO (EBIDTA/ton)

1.55

1.16

1.22

2.2. THE ECONOMIC AND
FINANCIAL SITUATION
Annual return, expressed as a percentage of the result of
the year against average non-current assets, in accordance with the definition given in the twenty-second final
provision of the Law 2/2012 of 29 June on the General
State Budget.

Debt service, expressed as 100 x (Debt amortization +
Interest)/Cash Flow.
2017

Amortizations (thousand €)

21,246 M€

2017

Interest (thousand €)

3,894 M€

Yearly outcome (thousand €)

511

Sum

25,140

Average net non-current asset (thousand €)

533,326.79

Cash flow (thousand €)

14,047 M€

RATIO (Yearly outcome/average net
non-current asset)*100

0.10%

RATIO (%)

178.97%
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Non-activity assets, defined as the grounds and natural
assets without activity during the period, which may be
placed in economic, social or environmental value,
expressed as a percentage of the net accounting value
over the average non-current net asset of the year.

2017

Evolution during at least the last three years, of the operating costs with respect to the operating income.
EVOLUTION OF THE
OPERATING COSTS WITH
RESPECT TO THE
OPERATING INCOME

2015

2016

2017

Operating Costs
(thousand €)

30,193

31,848

34,461

28,805

31,843

Non-activity grounds

98.13 M€
533,326.79 M€

Operating Income
(thousand €)

26,955

Average net non-current assets
RATIO (%)

0.02%

RATIO (%)

112.01% 110.56% 108.22%
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2.3. LEVEL AND STRUCTURE
OF THE INVESTMENTS

2.4. BUSINESS AND SERVICES

Evolution, during at least the last three years, of the
public investment in charge of the Port Authority related
to the Cash-Flow.

Evolution during at least the last three years, of the
income by the occupancy and activity rates, and the
percentage of each of them in relation to the net turnover (NT).

EVOLUTION OF THE PUBLIC
INVESTMENT IN CHARGE
OF THE PA RELATED TO
2015
THE CASH-FLOW

2016

2017

29,263

6,120
14,047

Total Public investment (thousand €)

51,629

Cash-Flow (thousand €)

9,781

RATIO (%)

527.85% 258.16% 43.57%

11,335

Evolution during at least the last three years, of the
external investment against the public investment in
charge of the Port Authority.
EVOLUTION OF THE EXTERNAL INVESTMENT RELATED
TO THE PUBLIC INVESTMENT
2015
IN CHARGE OF THE PA

2016

2017

Private Investment
(thousand €)

26,385

10,189

8,494

Public Investment
(thousand €)

51,629

29,263

6,120

RATIO (%)

51.10%

34.82%

138.79%

Renewal of assets expressed as the relationship of the
annual investment volume in relation to the average net
non-current asset of the period (according to the Law
2/2012 of 29 June of the General State Budget).
2017

Public Investment (thousand €)

6,120 M€

Average net non-current assets

533,327.79 M€

RATIO (%)

1.15%

2015

2016

2017

Net turnover (NT)

26,955

27,645

30,361

Occupancy rate
(thousand €)

5,501

5,880

6,214

Evolution of the income 20.41%
by occupancy rate in
relation to the NT

21.27%

20.47%

Activity rate
(thousand €)

1,900

1,977

6.87%

6.51%

1,961

7.28%
Evolution of the
income by activity rate
in relation to the NT
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2.5. GENERATED VALUE AND
PRODUCTIVITY
Evolution during at least the last three years, of the
moved tons per square metre of land service area
marked as commercial use (area for concessions).
EVOLUTION OF THE
MOVED TONS PER M2 OF
LAND SERVICE AREA
MARKED AS COMMERCIAL
USE (AREA FOR
2015
CONCESSIONS)

2016

2017

Total moved tons

14,153,161 13,932,961 15,199,000

Area for concessions
(m2)

3,673,808 2,122,743 1,314,376

Tons / m2

3.85

6.56

11.56

Evolution during at least the last three years, of the
moved tons per linear metre of operational docks. An
operational dock is the one that has registered activity
during the last three years.
EVOLUTION OF THE
MOVED TONS PER LINEAR
METRE OF OPERATIONAL
2015
DOCKS

Total moved tons (t)

2016

2017

14,153,161 13,932,961 15,199,000

Operational docks
linear metres (m)

9,515

9,515

Tons / m

1,464

1,597

Evolution during at least the last three years, of the net
turnover per employee (average annual workforce).
EVOLUTION OF THE NET
TURNOVER PER EMPLOYEE

2015

2016

2017

NT (thousand €)

26,955

27,644

30,361

Average annual workforce 180

178

185

NT/number of employees 150
(thousand € per employee)

155

164

Evolution during at least the last three years, of the
EBIDTA per employee (average annual workforce).
EVOLUTION OF THE EBIDTA
PER EMPLOYEE

2015

2016

2017

EBIDTA (thousands of €) 22,003

16,149

18,482

Average annual workforce 180

178

185

EBIDTA/number of
122
employees (thousand € per
employee)

91

100
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2.6. ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL IMPACT
Estimation of the number of direct, indirect and induced by the port community jobs, referring to the performed methodology and study to work out such estimation.
185 direct employees of the Port Authority.
Regarding the number of direct, indirect and induced jobs generated by the port activity in the Port of A Coruña, the PAAC developed a study of the socio-economic impact for its evaluation. The
results of it were reported on the 2015 Sustainability Report and
published on the website of the port www.puertocoruna.com

Estimation of the gross value added of the port community, referring to the performed methodology and study
to work out such estimation.
The study of the socio-economic impact of the port of A Coruña in
its environment, performed with data of 2014 on request by the
Port Authority of A Coruña, has evaluated different economic and
social indicators, such as the contribution to the GDP or the
creation of direct, indirect and induced employment. The data and
base information used come from the following activities carried out
in the port of A Coruña:
- Port Authority of A Coruña.
- Most significant port and consignee services.
- Most significant demanding reliant industry:
· Business segment.
· Fishing sector.
· Cruise sector.
· Sports and recreational boats.
In those cases in which the data or breakdowns were not supplied,
an estimation was made from the data of similar characteristics
provided by the different sources belonging to the same sector or
group of activity.
The most relevant estimates of the influence of the activity of the
Port of A Coruña in Galicia were:
- The creation of more than 6,600 jobs as a result of direct, indirect
and induced positions.
- The contribution to the GDP of 524 million euros, which represents around 1% of the total Galician GDP.
- The regional economic boost thanks to the purchase volume from
local suppliers, which exceeds 156 million euros.

The methodology used was an Input-Output Framework: An
input-output framework is a statistical-accounting instrument that
shows all the production and distribution operations that take place
in an economy during a period of time. It allows observing the flows
of the different intersectoral transactions in a given economy in the
year of reference. Its Input-Output purpose is to make a systematic
and detailed description of the economy, its components and its
relationships with other economies. The built model on which the
tool used in the study is based on the general methodology of the
closed system of Leontief.
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3.
SOCIAL
DIMENSION

3.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE HUMAN RESOURCES POLICY
OF THE PORT AUTHORITY
3.1.1 EMPLOYMENT IN THE PORT AUTHORITY
Total number of Port Authority workers.
EVOLUTION OF THE
TOTAL NUMBER OF
WORKERS IN THE PAAC

2015

2016

2017

Average annual workforce 180

178

185

Percentage of casual workers on total permanent
workers. For the calculation of this indicator, in the computation of casual workers, the contracts that are conditioned to the production circumstances will be excluded.
EVOLUTION PERCENTAGE OF PAAC CASUAL
WORKERS

2015

2016

2017

Number of casual
workers

25

34

38

Number of permanent
workers

155

144

147

Percentage of casual on
total permanent
workers

16.13%

23.61%

25.85%

Workforce distribution by activity areas. These areas refer
to the personnel assigned to the police service, the maintenance personnel and all the office personnel included or
excluded from the collective bargaining agreement.
WORKFORCE DISTRIBUTION BY ACTIVITY AREAS
DURING 2017

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES

PERCENTAGE
OF AVERAGE
ANNUAL
WORKFORCE

Scales

0

0.00%

Conservation

3

1.62%

Navigation Aid
Systems

6

3.24%

Workshop

5

2.70%

Port Police

91

49.19%

Office

80

43.24%

TOTAL

185

100.00%

Percentage of employees covered by collective agreements.
PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES
COVERED BY COLLECTIVE
2015
AGREEMENTS

2016

2017

Total employees

180

178

185

Employees covered
by the agreement

155

153

159

% employees covered
by the agreement

86.11 %

85.96 %

85.95%
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3.2. INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
AND PARTICIPATION
Mechanisms for the representation of the workers and
their communication with the company management.
Trade union representation and freedom of association:
The Collective Agreement II of the Ports of the State and Port
Authorities has been extended until 31 December 2017.
The Work Council of the Port Authority is a representative,
collegiate and unitary body of all the workers for the defence of
their interests. It is composed after the last renewal in May 2015, of
eight members in the Technician and Administrative Staff College
and another one belonging to the Specialists College. They are
divided among the representatives of each of the trade union forces
as follows: UGT, four representatives; CIG, three representatives
and CC.OO. two representatives.
Periodically, the formal relationship between the social part and the
company use the following interfacing ways: Monthly meetings
among the Company Management-Work Council, the Competence-based management Local Commission, the Negotiation
Commission on Local affairs, the Safety and Health Committee
and the Control Committee of the Pension Plans. There are also
kept in mind that other participation of both parties in matters such
as, for example, the constituted tribunals for the staff promotion

and selection. All of the workers, by means of their representatives,
have representation in these committees.
On the other hand, outside the local scope and in accordance with
the provisions of the article 6 of the Collective Agreement II, the
Parties (Port Authority of A Coruña and the trade unions) have the
possibility to propose and try to find solutions to their discrepancies
by submitting a request to the state-level Joint Commission, which is
composed of 13 members representing the State Ports and the Port
Authorities and 13 members representing the workers from the
whole national port system.
Trade union representation on the Board of Directors: The Board of Directors, as a collegiate body, accommodates
the different levels of the administration, business and trade union
organizations. It is integrated by the President of the institution, by
an arising member such as the Maritime Captain and by the
following spokespersons:
- On behalf of the General State Administration: 3 spokespersons.
- On behalf of the Autonomous Community of Galicia: 4 spokespersons.
- On behalf of the City Council of A Coruña: 1 spokesperson.
- On behalf of the City Council of Arteixo: 1 spokesperson.
- On behalf of the business and trade unions organizations and the
fishing sector: 4 spokespersons.
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Mechanisms for the technical participation of the
workers in the improvement of the production processes
of the Port Authority (hint systems, regular meetings for
the coordination of the activity, quality assurance
groups, etc.).
The most important mechanisms are the Work Council, the C+
Committee and the “Suggestions for Improvement” application in
the SmartPort system.
The new approach of the integrated process management system,
with clearly identified managers and indicators for the evaluation of
the effectiveness of the processes and risks (managed from its development), has been achieved through multiple meetings with each one
of the persons in charge, who have contributed to the system with
many suggestions for the improvement of the management.

Evolution of the average training hours per worker, with
the distinction of workers Inside or Outside the Collective
Agreement.
2015

2016

2017

INSIDE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT
Total hours
6,190.00 5,549.50 4,828.50
163
157
No. Employees ICA
156
34.05
30.75
Average
39.68
OUTSIDE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT
Total hours
2,980.00 1,062.00 2,013.00
No. Employees OCA
21
20
20
Average
141.90
53.10
100.65

3.3. TRAINING
Percentage of workers who follow training programmes,
with the distinction of workers Inside the Collective Agreement (ICA) or Outside the Collective Agreement (OCA).

2015

2016

2017

177

183

177

Total number of workers Inside 156
the Collective Agreement

163

157

Total number of
trained workers

% of trained workers inside
the Collective Agreement

88.14% 89.07% 88.70%

Total number of trained
OCA workers

21

% of trained workers Inside
Collective Agreement

11.86% 10.93% 11.30%

20

20

Number of training programmes in progress in relation
to the competency-based management system (in accordance with the Collective Agreement currently in force).
In 2017, 49 training courses were taught, of which 44 are valued in
competency-based management.
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3.4. WORKFORCE STRUCTURE
AND EQUALITY

3.5. SAFETY AND HEALTH
AT WORK

Percentage of women on the total number of workers.

Evolution of the annual accident frequency index (FI),
expressed as the ratio of the number of recorded
accidents with leave in one year, against the total
number of worked hours in that year, calculated as:

2015

2016

2017

Average annual workforce 180

178

185

Total number of
female workers

44

45

49

% of women on
total workers

24.44%

25.28%

26.49%

Percentage of women outside the Collective Agreement
on the total number of workers and on the total number
of workers outside the Collective Agreement.
2015

2016

2017

25

26

10

9

11

40.00%

36.00%

42.31%

Total workers outside the 25
Collective Agreement
Number of female
workers outside the
Collective Agreement
% women outside the
Collective Agreement

Percentage of permanent workers over 50 years old.
The percentage of permanent workers over 50 years old is 50%.

Percentage of permanent workers under the age of 30.
The percentage of permanent workers under the age of 30 is 3%.

FI = (total number of accidents with leave/number of worked
hours) x 10 6

2015

2016

2017

No. of accidents with leave 3

1

1

No. of worked hours

296,460

293,166

304,695

(FI) annual accident
frequency index

10.12

3.41

3.28

Evolution of the annual accident severity index (SI),
expressed as the relation of the number of lost days
(number of lost work days) due to accidents in one year,
against the total number of worked hours in that year,
calculated as:
ISI = (number of business days lost by accident /number of
worked hours) x 10 3

2015

2016

2017

Number of workdays lost 121
as a result of an accident

148

15

Number of worked hours 296,460

293,166

304,695

(SI) Annual accident
severity index

0.50

0.05

0.41
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3.6. EMPLOYMENT AND SAFETY
AT WORK IN THE PORT
COMMUNITY
Evolution of the annual absenteeism index, expressed
as the relationship between the number of calendar
days lost due to leave and the number of workers,
calculated as:

Estimated total number of direct jobs generated by
the maritime freight terminals, the maritime passenger terminals and the companies providing port services.

AI = (number of calendar days lost due to leave x 100) / (number
of workers x 365)

2,907 direct jobs, 2,309 primary indirect jobs, 625 secondary
indirect jobs and 804 induced jobs, Total: 6,639 generated jobs
as a result of the activity of the Port of A Coruña in Galicia.

2015

2016

2017

Number of calendar
days lost due to leave

171

214

15

Number of workers

180

178

185

(SI) Annual accident
severity Index

0.26

0.33

0.02

Synthetic description of the established type of conditions or requirements, regarding areas such as safety
and training, in the particular specifications of the
port services, under the conditions of granting and in
the titles of concession or authorization.
The Port Authority determines in the general conditions for the
granting of concessions and authorizations safety requirements
by means of the following Rule:
Rule 24. Preventive and safety measures.

Training effort on occupational risks prevention expressed as the total number of training hours divided by the
number of workers.
2015

2016

2017

Total number of training 646.00
hours on ORP

550.50

564.5

Total number of workers 180
(average annual workforce)

178

185

Average number of
hours per worker

3.09

3.05

3.59

Number of exercises and simulations in terms of safety
and number of exercises or simulations in terms of
protection.
2015

2016

2017

Number of exercises
or simulations in
terms of protection

4

4

10

Number of exercises or
simulations in terms of
safety

2

1

2

The concessionaire will apply the measures that integrate the
general duty for the occupational risks prevention, according to
the disposals of the Law 31/1995 of 8 November, for the
occupational risks prevention and the complementary legislation, and he must provide an approved Plan in force, for the
occupational risks prevention.
The holder of the concession shall carry out the mandatory
coordination of the business activities, as head of the work
centre, in accordance with the provisions of the article 65 of the
Royal Legislative Decree 2/2011 of 5 September, which approves the Rewritten Text of the Law of the State Ports and the
Merchant Marine.
The holder of a concession in the public domain, in case of
development of activities that can lead to emergency situations,
as defined in the Royal Decree 393/2007 of 23 March, which
approves the Self-Protection Basic Standards, modified by the
Royal Decree 1468/2008 of 5 September, must submit a
Self-Protection Plan to the City Council of A Coruña, or to the
competent authority, and send a copy of it to the Port Authority
before the start of the activity. In case of the activity is within the
scope of the Royal Decree 840/2015 of 21 September, which
approves the measures to control the inherent risks in severe
accidents involving dangerous substances, it is mandatory to
send to the Port Authority a Safety Report. It will be taken into
account for the elaboration of the Self-protection Plan of the
Port of A Coruña. It is necessary the compliance with the rest of
the notification, prevention and planning obligations as needed
according to the above Royal Decree.
In any case, you must submit to the Port Authority the “Security
Measures" as referred in the article 20 of the Law 31/1995,
upon request by it.
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In the cases that the provisions of the Royal Decree 2267/2004
of 3 December, which approves the Fire Safety Regulations in
industrial facilities, are needed to be applied due to the activity
to be developed, the certificate referred to in the article 5 of the
Royal Decree must be submitted to the Port Authority. This
certificate has to be issued by a qualified and certified technician
and endorsed by the proper professional College, and previously
submitted to the competent body in the field of industry. It will
state the conformity of the facilities according to the project and
the compliance of the technical conditions and the corresponding regulatory requirements, in order to register the facilities.
In any case, it must justify the compliance of all the regulation
that derives or is related to the Law 21/1992 of 16 July, referring
to Industry and the Law 9/2004, of 10 August, of Industrial
Safety in Galicia.
In the event of the activation of the Self-protection Plan of the
Port of A Coruña, the company that is holding the concession
shall make available to the Port Authority all its self-protection
human and material resources. The holder shall also be obliged
to adjust the self-protection Plan of the port of a Coruña in the
event of any changes are necessary, and to publish them on the
website. www.puertocoruna.com.
The holder shall develop the mandatory measures according to
the anti-social and anti-terrorist acts protection in force.
Finally, the holder is obliged to obtain from the corresponding
agencies and to keep up to date, the authorizations, licenses,
plans and certificates in compliance with the legislation in force,
at any time, in matters of occupational health and safety, industrial safety and protection.
Failure to comply with these obligations will result in the expiration of the concession.
Also in the area of safety, the specific requirements of the port
services demand the availability of a valid certification of a
safety and health system in accordance with the OHSAS
18001:2007 standard.
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Description of the coordination mechanisms of the
business activities in the Port community in the area of
prevention of the occupational hazards within the port.
Coordination of the business activities: Following the
report that the General Advocacy of the State sent to the Ports
of the State with respect to the function that corresponds to the
Port Authorities in terms of coordination of the business activities. The report concludes that the Port Authority of A Coruña
is not responsible for the function of the monitoring of the
compliance with the coordinating activities duties as established
in the article 24 of the Occupational Hazards Prevention Law,
and limits the role and level of responsibility of the Port Authority among other entrepreneurs according to:
- Crowded zones: buildings, facilities, concession spaces for
private use, common areas, recreational activities areas, passenger terminal, markets, roads, railway.
- General port and commercial services that are provided in the
ports.
- New or maintenance construction on behalf of the Port Authority of A Coruña or the concessionaires.
As a result of the above mentioned, the Port Authority drafted an
instruction on the coordination of business activities that were
submitted to the Labour Inspectorate for analysis, and which has
resulted in a significant reduction in the number of companies
compared with those in which the Port Authority acts as "Titular
Entrepreneur”. These are limited to those ones contracted
directly by the Port Authority. According to this instruction, the
coordination of the activities in the port is developed according
to the different scenarios of coordination that involve the Port
Authority, the companies of the port community, the construction companies, etc. These scenarios are:
Coordination of the activities in the provision of general services
Provision of general services: direct delivery by the PAAC and
third parties: if for the fulfilment of a general service provided by
the PAAC with its human resources, a third party is also contracted, the PAAC would assume due to its status as a business owner
of the work centre, the compliance with the regulations for the
prevention of occupational hazards.
Provision of general services: awarded to third parties: in the
event that the PAAC has entrusted the management of one of
these general services to a third party, it would correspond to this
one as a business owner of the work centre, the compliance with
the regulations for the prevention of occupational hazards.
Coordination of the activities carried out in areas
granted under concession and authorisation

Activities carried out in the areas granted under concession and
authorisation: the obligations for the coordination of the
business activities as holders of the work centre shall be fulfilled
by the holders of grants and authorisations.
Concessions or authorisations to be accessed by the PAAC
workers: concessions or authorisations to be accessed by the
PAAC workers: The PAAC exercises as a concurrent party.
Specific activities carried out in spaces that are not
granted under concession and authorisation
Mooring, unmooring and anchoring operations of the vessel: in
the mooring, unmooring and anchoring operations of the vessel,
the fulfilment of the coordination obligations during the performance of those operations corresponds to the consignee acting
in representation of the ship-owner.
Loading, stowage, un-stowage, unloading, merchandise transhipment, embarking and disembarking of passengers, delivery,
receiving, storage, warehousing, depots and horizontal transport
of goods: in these operations, the fulfilment of the obligations of
coordination during the performance of these operations corresponds to the company providing each service.
Port services delivery
Port services delivery: the services provider company is responsible with the fulfilment of the coordination liabilities.
Storage Area Network (SAN): If for the realization of a maritime marking service, provided by the PAAC with its own human
resources, a third party is also hired, the PAAC would assume as
a business owner of the centre of Work, the compliance with the
regulations for the prevention of occupational hazards.
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Implementation of works and services on behalf of
the PAAC
Realization of works on behalf of the PAAC: The PAAC
assumes the status of principal entrepreneur whenever it
contracts a work corresponding to its own activity ("to project
and to build the necessary works in the framework of the approved plans and programmes”). In this case, the PAAC is obliged
to monitor the compliance of the contractor with the regulations
for the prevention of occupational hazards
Implementation of services on behalf of the PAAC: the PAAC
assumes, due to its status as a business owner of the work centre,
the compliance with the regulations for the prevention of
occupational hazards.
Works and services on behalf of a concession: if the work was
promoted by the holder of a concession or authorisation, the
position of principal entrepreneur and owner of the work centre
corresponds to the concessionaire.
The document management of the coordination of activities
between the Port Authority and the contracting service companies is carried out through the UCAE platform
(https://www.ucae.es/). The coordination actions of business
activities registered in UCAE in 2017 were:

Headquarters building

22

SAN

9

Outer Port

43

Inner Port

41

TOTAL

115
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Total number and percentage of freight terminals and
maritime passenger stations under concession or authorisation, as well as companies with licenses or authorisations to provide a port or the commercial services with an
OHSAS system.
All the companies that provide port services in the port as a result of
a request from the Port Authority (Board of Directors of 19 November 2007) have an occupational health and safety management
system based on the OHSAS 18001:2007 standards.
TOTAL AND PERCENTAGE OF THE MARITIME TERMINALS AND
SERVICE COMPANIES THAT HAVE IMPLEMENTED AN OHSAS
SYSTEM FOR THE PREVENTION OF OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS
TERMINAL TYPE/
SERVICE

TOTAL NUMBER
WITH OHSAS

% WITH OHSAS

Freight
Terminal

1

33%

Passenger
Terminal

0

0%

MARPOL
Service

1

33%

Technical-nautical
service

1

33%

Number of technical nature training actions, in relation
to the safety and protection, coordinated by the Port
Authority, aimed at the port community.
At the beginning of each year, the data of the companies operating
in the port is updated, through these Simplified Declarations of
Industrial Safety, which allows quick access to the necessary safety
information on a possible concerned concession.
In 2017, 10 protection and 2 industrial safety simulations were
performed.

3.7. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT

3.7.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE
POLICY OF THE PORT
AUTHORITY IN ITS RELATIONS
WITH THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
Actions of the Port Authority to meet the accessibility
needs of the disabled persons (including conditions in the
licences of the passage services, and in the concessions
and authorisations associated to the maritime stations;
and specific actions in common areas).
Due to the requirements of the fifth additional disposition, Memory
of accessibility in the infrastructures that belong to the State, according to the Law 26/2011 of 1 August, which adjusts the normative
to the International Convention for the Rights of the disabled
persons, in case of infrastructures, and by the SUA Basic Document
of the Technical Building Code, in its section 9 on accessibility in
buildings, the accessibility requirements for the disabled are taken
care in the Port Authority of A Coruña.
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4.
ENVIRONMENTAL
DIMENSION
4.1. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Total economic resources: expenses, as well as possible
investments associated with the implantation, certification
and maintenance of an environmental management
system of the Port Authority in accordance with the EMAS
regulation, to the ISO14001:2004 Standard or to the PERS
certification, expressed as totals in euros and as respective
percentages of the total expenses and investments of the
Port Authority.
The PAAC has a certified environmental management system since
2010 according to the UNE-EN ISO 14001:2004, and whose potential
risk assessment has been carried out according to the UNE 15008:2008
standard. On the basis of this system, the PAAC joined in 2012 to the
community Environmental Management and Auditing System
(EMAS).
The environmental management system is fully operational in the
provision of the general services and the management of the port
services, in the management of the execution of the works in the Port
scope and in the management of the use of the port public domain. In
addition, through the Environmental Code of Conduct, it is intended
the extension of the control of the environmental risks associated with
the business operations and activities to the entire port service area.
The expense on the implantation and certification of the ISO14001
and EMAS III standards during 2017 amounted to 13.79 thousand €.
This represents 0.00040% in relation to the operating costs.
In 2017 there was no investment related to the implementation or
maintenance of the EMS.
2015

Operating
expenses

2016

2017

30,193.00M€ 31,848.00M€ 34,461.00M€

Expenses related to 18.89 M€
the EMS implementation or maintenance

11.67 M€

13.79 M€

(Expenses in
EMS/operating
expenses) * 100

0.037%

0.040%

0.063%
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Total economic resources: expenses and investments, in
environmental monitoring and characterization, expressed as totals in euros and as respective percentages of
the total expenses and investments of the Port Authority.
This concept involves the expenses and investments
associated with the measurement systems, the measurement campaigns and the inventory and characterization
projects of the environmental issues related to the traffic
and the activity of the port.
The necessary investments for the fulfilment of the goals in the
environmental scope whose purpose is the minimization of the
environmental impact and the protection and the improvement of the
environment are planned in the programming of its investments plan.
The environmental expenses are mainly due to the waste management coming from ships and dockers, a budget line that has been
increased by the abandonment of waste in the service area of the
port, which finally has been taken in charge of the Port Authority.
Also relevant are the costs associated with the environmental monitoring plans, the maintenance of the Environmental Control Board
and the cost of the implementation, maintenance and certification
of the environmental management system.

2015

2016

2017

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENSES (THOUSAND €)

1,083.37

1,113.83

1,180.22

Expenses for the cleaning of the common areas of land and
water (thousand €)

576.29

559.19

546.67

Expenses in MARPOL waste management

469.72

499.69

581.48

WWTP maintenance (thousand €)
ECA maintenance (thousand €)

16.30
12.48

14.19

11.85

EMAs maintenance (thousand €)

0.52

8.96

CMA maintenance (thousand €)

8.44

8.44

Sampling and analysis of wastewater (thousand €)

3.31

Sound pressure Control (thousand €)

0.44

Implementation and certification ISO14001-EMAS III (thousand €) 18.89

1.44

11.67

13.79
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2015

Groundwater Control

1.90

A.T. information about waste and secondary products management

0.34

2016

Transport and management of 5 transformers with PCBs

1.25

Collection of 60 flares

1.14

2017

INTECMAR boat service support

0.45

Anti-pollution barriers restraint cable

1.49

Study on initial population of seagulls in the port

0.20

Analytics for water mass at the port docks

4.96

Sea water control

0.62

Punctual noise measurement

0.46

Hydrocarbon absorbents and dispersants

0.86

INVESTMENT IN THE ENVIRONMENT (THOUSAND €)

95.67

139.89

Outer port-esplanade weather station
CMA Development
Replacement of the sample pump repair kit, a flow sensor
controller and the eastern inline filter of the air quality station
located at Punta Langosteira.

1.29

Acquisition of a pyranometer of the meteorological station
located at the San Diego port.

0.38

SmartPort (water quality monitors, CO and CMA)

94.00

Operational system for dumping paths prediction

20.00

Acquisition of a pressure probe for the dam weather station in the
port of A Coruña

0.83

2.57
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2015

2016

Acquisition of three protective covers for the anti-pollution barriers
of the docks of San Diego, Transatlánticos and Langosteira

2.25

Prediction study of pollutants immision in the outer port

6.30

Acquisition of a temperature and humidity probe HMP155

0.65

Emergency intervention on the Barrañán beach slope

109.86

2017

Pump acquisition for the weather station

1.23

Anemometer acquisition for the weather station

1.34

TOTAL EXPENSES AND INVESTMENTS

Cleaning costs for the cleaning of the common land and
water areas expressed as thousands of euros per square
metre of the service area.
The geographical area to which the cleaning service extends is the
common land and water service zones (i.e. the service area except
for concession areas). The cleaning of the docks and the esplanades
is not included in this service as a consequence of the deposit and
handling of goods, neither the management of commercial and
industrial waste generated by the activities of the services and the
commercial and industrial activities in the service area of the port
that are covered by a waste management commercial service
contract.
ECONOMIC INFORMATION 2017

2017

Inner port land
cleaning expenses

396,551.3 €

Inner port land
service area

1,086,688.00 m2

Expenses on land cleaning /
Land service zone area

0.36 €/m2

Expenses on water
sheet cleaning

150,120.00 €

Zone I area

5,449,000.00 m2

Expenses on water sheet
cleaning / Zone I area

0.028 €/m2

1,179.56

1,254.22

1,182.79

Environmental training expressed as a percentage of the
staff in the Port Authority, which has received environmental training, proven by the Port Authority, in accordance with the functions developed in the port.
In 2017, 2 people were dedicated to environmental management
and supervision.
6 workers are proven in environmental training according to their
competencies in monitoring or management of the port environment, which is 3.37% with respect to the average annual workforce.
The total number of training hours in this area is 100 hours, so the
average training hours per worker related to the environmental
issues is 0.54 hour/employee.
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4.2. AIR QUALITY
Synthetic description of the main emission focuses
(punctual and diffuse) of the port, which are significant emissions such as: construction, demolition and
maintenance of port infrastructures, emissions of
machinery related to the port operations, emissions of
motorized traffic in the port facilities, docked ships,
manipulation or storage of solid bulks, or other linked
to port activity.
In the 2017 environmental analysis and in the 2017 Environmental Statement, the emissions coming from the service area of
the inner and outer ports are identified. These can be classified
into direct emissions from the Port Authority, such as the issuance of CO2 produced by the consumption of diesel in boilers, or
the displacement of the fleet of vehicles of the Port Authority,
and indirect emissions, from the various activities, carried out by
the port community, such as the loading and unloading activities
of solid bulks, heavy transport, the use of maintenance machinery and, mainly, combustion in the ship engines, in the building
boilers and the industrial combustions.

Synthetic description of the implemented measures
by the Port Authority to control the emissions linked to
the activity of the port as a whole, whether they are
administrative, operational or technical measures,
such as the elaboration of environmental standards,
the control of the environmental operations by the
port surveillance service, measurement of the environmental parameters, limitations to the manipulation of powdery goods, or other initiatives.
Measures implemented by the Port Authority to control the air
pollutant emissions:
- Environmental code of conduct. Guides of good practices in
the handling of solid bulks.
- Monitoring of port operators of regulatory authorisations and
notifications on emissions into the atmosphere.
- Specific instructions for certain operations, from de company
management.
- In dock direct supervision by technicians of the Port Authority.
- Air quality control systems; control stations.

Evolution during at least the last three years of the
number of complaints or allegations registered by the
Port Authority, coming from groups of interest of the
port (port community, urban areas, administrations,
etc.), relating to the dust emissions or to the air quality
in general. Availability of a system of systematized
management of complaints.
During the year 2017, no complaints were received due to
environmental reasons.

Number of complaints

- Numerical models of advection and turbulent dispersion.
- Characterization studies have been carried out on the effect
of the port activity on the air quality.
- Reorganization of the activity in the facilities of the port to
move away the emission focuses from the sensitive zones.
- Improvement of inner roads or accesses aimed at reducing
the transit of trucks by urban areas.

2015

2016

2017

- Conditions on atmospheric emissions in regulatory specifications of the port services and concessions and public domain
authorisations.

1

1

0

- Signatures of good practice agreements.
Specific technical measures related to the control of dust
emissions, such as:
- Irrigation systems for bulks storage and vials.
- Application of surfactants.
- Wheel washers.
- Wind speed-related alert and information systems: operational
shutdown by adverse wind speed.
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OBJECTIVE

INDICATOR

TARGET 2017

STATUS 2017

TARGET 2018

TARGET 2019

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

OB_7: REDUCE
THE PRESSURE
OF THE PORT
OPERATORS
ACTIVITY ON
THE AIR
QUALITY

AIR-QUALITY
PARAMETERS (9)
SEDIMENTARY
PARTICLES

AVERAGE
ANNUAL
VALUE

PM10

No SUP.
VAL. LIM.
DAILY [50
(µg/m3)]

< 10

0

< 10

< 10

SO2

SUP. VAL.
LIM.
DAILY [125
(µg/m3)]

< 10

0

< 10

< 10

NO2

SUP. VAL.
< 60
LIM.
HOURLY
[200 (µg/m3)]

288

< 50

< 50

INITIATIVES IN PROGRESS OR PLANNED TO ACHIEVE GOALS.
The NO2 come from the road and rail traffic and are related to the consumption of diesel. As
long as the filtering systems are not improved or not migrated to other fuels, the only way is to
maintain control over the ITV of the vehicles requesting authorization to enter into the
service area.
EVALUATION OF THE DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE OBJECTIVE:
The transfer of the merchandise handling activities to the outer port is implying an improvement in the air quality, although it has always been below the levels established by the most
demanding legislation, except in the case of nitrogen oxides. It is also to be expected an
improvement in the concentrations of NO2.
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A synthetic description of the initiatives undertaken
by the Port Authority to assess the effect of the port
operations on air quality, and the total number of
studies or campaigns carried out. Schematic description of the operational equipment for monitoring the
quality of the air which the Port Authority counts,
indicating the total number of them, the measured
parameters and if they measure in continuous or deferred and the area where they are located.
The emissions generated in the port of A Coruña can be classified into direct emissions from the Port Authority, such as CO2
produced by the consumption of diesel in boilers, the electric
consumption of lighting or the displacement of the fleet of
vehicles of the Port Authority, and indirect emissions of gases
and particles, from the different activities carried out by the port
community, such as the activities of loading and unloading of
bulk solids, heavy transport, the use of the maintenance machinery, the combustion in the engines of ships, in the boilers of
buildings and other industrial combustions.
For its follow-up, the Port Authority of A Coruña has an
emission control station that measures according to reference
methods, concentrations of oxides of nitrogen, sulphur dioxide,
carbon monoxide and PM10 particles. The station is located at
the end of a street oriented to the docks where solid bulk movements are produced, next to the parking and transit area of the
trucks that carry solid bulks and the railroad tracks. This characteristic of microenvironment measurement does not, therefore,
adjust it as a station oriented to the protection of human health
because of its low representativeness.
The Port Authority of A Coruña also has two automatic meteorological stations in the Inner Port, installed at the dam and at
the dock of San Diego, to register the wind fields, and the
associated transports, consequence of the operations of handling and storage of coal and other solids, by using the available
meteorological and pollutant dispersion models. A third meteorological station, installed with an operation recommendation
panel at the Centenario dock, has been withdrawn as a result of
the reduction of operations and storage in heaps at that dock.
It also has a meteorological prediction up to 72 hours, provided
by MeteoGalicia, within the collaboration agreement between
the Department of Environment, Territory and Infrastructure
and the Port Authority of A Coruña for the protection of the
marine and atmospheric environment in the port of A Coruña.
The data from the San Diego dock emission control station and
the automatic meteorological stations can be consulted on the
environmental control panel available on the Port Authority of
A Coruña website: http//cma.puertocoruna.com.
For the prevention of emissions, there are some high-pressure
irrigation systems with surfactants that keep all the time the
parvas moistened from the top. In the inner port are not used

practically since 2015 as near the totality of the coal was managed in the facilities of the Medusa. It has also promoted an
increase in the proportion of goods entering and leaving the port
by rail (coal, bioethanol, cereal), establishing the obligation that
trucks over 8,000 kg circulate along the Oza road and the Eirís
tunnel, avoiding the centre areas. And, of course, the facilities of
the Medusa, a worldwide reference in the port sector which
reduces up to 90% the environmental impact produced by the
discharge of coal in the port of a Coruña. In addition, the Code
of Environmental Conduct of the port of A Coruña establishes
specific actions for certain types of solid bulks such as coal and
coke, clinker, food grains, etc.
Thanks to the efficiency of the coal management system
"Medusa" of Gas Natural-Fenosa, the controls carried out and
the attenuation measures applied, it is evident improvement in
the quality of the air, that is noticed in the parameters obtained
in the emissions control station.
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Value of the air quality parameters in the port, such as
annual average values or number of times in which the
daily limit value is exceeded, for pollutants that are
significant in relation to the port activity: PM particles,
sediments particles, nitrogen oxides and sulphur oxides.
In particular, the following are analyzed: emissions of solid PM10
particles, of nitrogen dioxide NO2, of nitrogen oxide NOx, of
sulphur dioxide SO2 and of carbon monoxide CO. It is necessary
to point out that in Punta Langosteira the PM10 measuring booth
was uninstalled in mid 2016.

AIR QUALITY IN THE INNER AND OUTER PORT

2015

2016

2017

Number of overcomings of the daily limit value (50 µg/m3)

2

1

0

Annual Limit value (40 Μ g/M3)

19

18

15

Valid data (%)

90

99.73

81.30

0

2

4

Number of overcomings of the daily limit value (50 µg/m3)

26

24

-

Average annual limit value (40 Μ g/m3)

28

33

-

Valid data (%)

66.3

Has been
uninstalled
mid-year

-

Number of overcomings of the hourly limit protection
(350 µg/m3)

0

0

0

Number of overcomings of the daily limit protection
(125 µg/m3)

0

0

1

Valid data (%)

90

99.73

86.47

PM10 concentrations

PM10 concentrations (IUMA)
Number of overcomings of the daily limit value (50 Μ g/m3)
PM10 concentrations (Punta Langosteira)

SO2 concentrations
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2015

2016

2017

Number of overcomings of the daily limit of protection
(10 mg/m3)

0

0

0

Maximum hourly value (mg/m3)

2

1

37

Valid data (%)

95.57

99.73

95.61

Number of overcomings of the hourly time limit
(200 µg/m3)

99

73

288

Annual limit value of protection (40 µg/m3)

76

71

93

Valid data (%)

95.58

99.73

95.60

CO concentrations

Concentrations of NO2
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Description of the main pouring focuses (punctual and
diffuse) located in the port, which have a significant
impact on the quality of the waters and sediments of the
port docks, such as watercourses, ditches, urban dumping points, operating with solid bulks or others. Differentiating between generated and not generated discharges by companies or activities of the port.
In 2014 an agreement was signed to transfer the management of
the sanitation network from the port to the City Council of A
Coruña, after the implementation by the Port Authority of some
necessary investments on it.
With regard to the authorization of discharge requested to Augas
de Galicia in November 2017, it is still waiting for a reply:
The main sources of water pollution are:
SOURCE OF THE DUMPING

ORDER OF RELEVANCE

Non-purified urban wastewater
Urban treated wastewater (WWTPs)
Rivers, streams, watercourses or ditches

2

Rain or irrigation runoff, not channelled or channelled without treatment

6

Industrial dumping of the port concessions

7

Construction

1

Dredging
Cleaning and blasting of boat hulls

8

Bad practices in the cleaning and maintenance of both docks and equipment
Non-regulatory discharges from ships (bilges, etc.)

9

Spills in load/unload of solid bulks

4

Refuelling and refreshment of the vessels at docks

3

Bunkering of anchored vessels

10

Accidental dumping in bulk liquid load/unload

5

Other discharges (indicate which ones)
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The main causes of deterioration in the quality of the waters of
the port:
- Upstream spills in the rivers, streams, etc. (Monelos River, San
Diego dock)
- Contaminant pulling by the drainage networks (A1 dock, outer port)
- Accidental discharges of fuels (Oza dock).
- Operational dumping of solid bulks in charges/uncharges
operations to the ship (Centenario dock and San Diego (inner
port) and A1 dock (outer Port).

- APC_001 improvement of sanitation network at San Diego
docks. Pumping to the municipal sanitation network from the
WWTP of the Oza basin.
- APC_002 maintenance of the WWTP of the Oza basin.
- APC_003 determination of the polluting charge of the
discharges to the sanitation network at the San Diego dock.
- APC_004 Update of the plan of prevention of oil spills.
- APC_005 Cleaning the water sheet.
- APC_006 Waste Management.
- APC_007 Collection of MARPOL wastes.

A synthetic description of the measures implemented
by the Port Authority to control the discharges linked
to the activity of the port as a whole, whether administrative, operational or technical measures (cleaning
points and controlled maintenance, improvement of
the sanitation network, operational surveillance, etc.).
In particular, those measures that will be dealt with
expressly in the hydrological plan of the basin in
which the port is located.

- APC_008 project which aims to contribute to reducing the
amount of solid waste (from fishing, land and merchant fleet) to
be found in the seabed and in the marine waters of the Galician
estuaries.

Measures implemented by the Port Authority to improve or
control the quality of the waters of the port:

- APC_011 Maintenance and certification.

- Implementation of ROM 5.1-13 programme.
- Periodic campaigns for the characterization of water quality
and sediments.
- Environmental codes of conduct-2015.
- Specific technical instructions for loading/unloading solid
bulks.
- Direct supervision at the dock by technicians of the Port
Authority.
- Improvements in the sanitation network.
- Installation enabled zones for the cleaning and maintenance of
equipment.
- Improvements in the management of runoff waters (collection,
canalization, coarse wells, storm-tanks, etc).
- Specific environmental requirements for wastewater management and runoff under conditions of concessions.
- Good practice agreements.
- Development and approval of Interior Maritime Plans (IMP).
- Improvement in the provision of own means for the fight
against accidental marine pollution.
- Improvement in the provision of own means for the fight
against accidental marine pollution.
- Other measures: Contract of services with SASEMAR which
contemplates the fight against marine pollution.
More relevant measures taken by the Port Authority to control
and improve the quality of the port waters contained in the
basin hydrological plan:

- APC_009 maintenance of the multi-parametric water quality
probe: conductivity, PH, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll
"a", temperature.
- APC_010 public availability of the results on the Internet.
In addition, the Port Authority periodically checks whether the
concessions have the permits which apply to them in respect of
dumping.
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Number and synthetic description of the port water quality
characterization campaigns, which are not the result of obligations emanating from Environmental impact statements.

In the 2017 campaign, the records obtained from the parameters for evaluating the ecological potential of the highly
modified water masses were as follows:

INNER PORT
WATER QUALITY AND SEDIMENTS (PDEA12. ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE 12)

2017

REFERENCE VALUES

CHLOROPHYLL "a" μg/l. (mean value of (floor/medium/surface) in the worst quarter. Cond. Ref. (CR (CR): <5,33 μg/l
1Pi11

<0.50

<5.33 μg/l

2Pi11

<0.50

<5.33 μg/l

3Pi11

<0.50

<5.33 μg/l

1Pi12

<0.50

<5.33 μg/l

1Pi11

0.87

<2 NTU

2Pi11

1.66

<2 NTU

3Pi11

0.84

<2 NTU

1Pi12

1.88

<2 NTU

1Pi11

72.3

> 81 %

2Pi11

77.5

> 81 %

3Pi11

72.7

> 81 %

1Pi12

76

> 81 %

TURBIDITY. NTU (mean value in the worst quarter). CR: <2 NTU

SATURATION OF O2 (%). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: > 81%

NUTRIENTS: NITRATES (mg/l). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: <0.57 mg/l
1Pi11

<0.50

<0.57 mg/l

2Pi11

0.607

<0.57 mg/l

3Pi11

0.549

<0.57 mg/l

1Pi12

0.657

<0.57 mg/l
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INNER PORT
WATER QUALITY AND SEDIMENTS (PDEA12. ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE 12)

2017

REFERENCE VALUES

NUTRIENTS: PHOSPHATES (mg/l). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: <0.06 mg/L
1Pi11

0.077

<0.06 mg/l

2Pi11

0.0673

<0.06 mg/l

3Pi11

0.0566

<0.06 mg/l

1Pi12

0.0775

<0.06 mg/l

Specific non-synthetic pollutants discharged in significant amounts:
Total petroleum hydrocarbons (μg / l)
1Pi11

<38

2Pi11

<38

3Pi11

<38

1Pi12

<38

SEDIMENT NUTRIENTS: KJELDAHL NITROGEN (mg/kg). CR: 300.
1Pi11

348

300

2Pi11

327

300

3Pi11

1090

300

1Pi12

354

300

1Pi11

481

200

2Pi11

369

200

3Pi11

396

200

1Pi12

266

200

SEDIMENT NUTRIENTS: TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (mg/kg). CR: 200.
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INNER PORT
WATER QUALITY AND SEDIMENTS (PDEA12. ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE 12)

2017

REFERENCE VALUES

1Pi11

5.87

0.6

2Pi11

5.22

0.6

3Pi11

16.4

0.6

1Pi12

4.28

0.6

1Pi11

6

>8

2Pi11

7

>8

3Pi11

5

>8

1Pi12

7

>8

SEDIMENT NUTRIENTS: TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON (%). CR: 0.6.

ICO SEDIMENTS. CR: > 8..
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OUTER PORT
WATER QUALITY AND SEDIMENTS (PDEA12. ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE 12)

2016

2017

REFERENCE VALUES

CHLOROPHYLL "a" μg/L. (mean value of (floor/medium/surface) in the worst quarter. Cond. Ref. (CR): <5.33 μg/l
1Pe11

2.1/3.
1/2.3

1.5

<5.33 μg/l

2Pe11

4.6/3.
1/0.99

1.9

<5.33 μg/l

1Pe12

4.0/0.78
/0.01

0.74

<5.33 μg/l

1Pe11

0.61

0.65

<2 NTU

2Pe11

0.33

0.66

<2 NTU

1Pe12

0.88

0.81

<2 NTU

TURBIDITY. NTU (mean value in the worst quarter). CR: <2 NTU

SATURATION OF O2 (%). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: > 81%
1Pe11

89.4

79.2

> 81 %

2Pe11

85.3

79.1

> 81 %

1Pe12

86.4

82.1

> 81 %

SUSPENDED SOLIDS (mg/l). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: 6 mg/l
1Pe11

<2

1045

6 mg/l

2Pe11

4.4

<2

6 mg/l

1Pe12

4

2.9

6 mg/l

NUTRIENTS: NITRATES (mg/l). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: <0.57 mg/l
1Pe11

<0.5

<0.50

<0.57 mg/l

2Pe11

<0.5

<0.50

<0.57 mg/l

1Pe12

<0.5

<0.511

<0.57 mg/l

NUTRIENTS: NITRITES (mg/l). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: 0.04 mg/l
1Pe11

0.0161

0.04 mg/l
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OUTER PORT
WATER QUALITY AND SEDIMENTS (PDEA12. ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE 12)

2016

2017

REFERENCE VALUES

2Pe11

0.0102

0.0131

0.04 mg/l

1Pe12

0.0186

0.0133

0.04 mg/l

NUTRIENTS: PHOSPHATES (mg/l). Mean value in the worst quarter. CR: <0.06 mg/L
1Pe11

0.0304

0.0275

<0.06 mg/l

2Pe11

0.0324

0.0274

<0.06 mg/l

1Pe12

0.0445

0.027

<0.06 mg/l

SEDIMENT NUTRIENTS: KJELDAHL NITROGEN (mg/kg). CR: 300. The measures are updated annually.
1Pe11

800

1045

300

2Pe11

700

474

300

1Pe12

300

313

300

SEDIMENT NUTRIENTS: TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (mg/kg). CR: 200. The measures are updated annually.
1Pe11

276

303

200

2Pe11

311

315

200

1Pe12

232

265

200

SEDIMENT NUTRIENTS: TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON (%). CR: 0.6. The measures are updated annually.
1Pe11

11

2.75

0.6

2Pe11

<1.5

2.75

0.6

1Pe12

0.75

3.06

0.6

1Pi11

5.87

0.6

2Pi11

5.22

0.6

3Pi11

16.4

0.6

1Pi12

4.28

0.6
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OUTER PORT
WATER QUALITY AND SEDIMENTS (PDEA12. ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE 12)

2016

2017

REFERENCE VALUES

1Pe11

7

7

>8

2Pe11

8

8

>8

1Pe12

8

8

>8

ICO SEDIMENTS. CR: > 8. The measures are updated annually.

For the very modified water masses such as those of the outer port
of A Coruña, and according to the PHGC 2015-2021, the quality
objectives are to achieve good ecological potential and a good
chemical state. In view of the results obtained, it is verified that the
water masses are meeting the environmental objectives set by the
PHGC 2015-2021, to achieve good ecological potential.
There is also a collaboration agreement among the General
administration of the Autonomous Community, through the
Department of Environment, Territory and Infrastructures
(CMATI), the public body Ports of the State and the Port Authority
of A Coruña for the protection of the environment and the
oceanic-meteorological information in the environment of the port
of A Coruña, by means of which the quality records of the waters
are shared in the very modified water masses and in the concurrent
coastal masses in the port waters (Zones I and II).
Percentage of the surface of the service area that has
wastewater collection and treatment. Wastewater is
understood to be treated when it is poured to a municipal
collector, or when it is poured to the dock and have got
the corresponding discharge authorization.
The start-up on 25 October 2011 of the connection of the sanitation network of the Oza dock to the general network of the City
Council of a Coruña, maintaining the WWTP of Oza as an
element of purification prior to dumping in the sanitation network
of the City Council, and the installation of a septic tank in the
boatyards, have solved the problems arising in the discharges to the
terrestrial maritime public domain from the dock of Oza.
In the Inner port, all the facilities located at the docks of Batería,
Calvo Sotelo, del Este, La Palloza and Linares Rivas and the dock
of the Marine pour their waters to the sewer network of the City
Council of A Coruña by means of separating network. The Centenario dock, dedicated exclusively to the loading and unloading of
solid bulks, has got a casket for the rainwater collection. The Gas
Natural coal management facility involves a septic tank. The San
Diego dock concessions line 3 is connected to the municipal sanitation network; Thus, around 93% of the service area has sewage
collection and treatment.

In 2012, it was carried out a detailed study of all the points of
discharge that lead to the water sheet (PDEA10), and its relation
with the existing sanitation networks. From this information, during
2013 an agreement was drafted to transfer the management of the
sanitation network of the port to the City Council of A Coruña,
after the implementation by the Port Authority of some necessary
investments in it. These actions would affect the facilities located in
lines 1 and 2, which currently empty their waters to a unitary system
subject to a Plan of Monitoring and Control of the consensual
discharges with Augas de Galicia.
As has been said, on 27 November 2017 it is presented to Augas of
Galicia a request for the authorisation of sewage discharge to the
sea coming from the facilities of the outer Port of A Coruña located
in Punta Langosteira, in Arteixo, A Coruña. As a consequence,
several meetings have been held with technicians from Augas de
Galicia to solve the technical aspects of the application, which
includes the discharge of wastewater to both the receiver and the
evacuation network of the outer port. It is currently awaiting the
resolution of the request, delayed for reasons exclusively ascribable
to the modification of its scope.
Once the authorisation has been obtained, the 40% of the concessional surface of the outer port (893,184 m2) disposes of wastewater
collection and treatment.
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Percentage of the surface of the service area that has
rainwater collection and treatment. Wastewater is
understood to be treated when it is poured to a municipal
collector, or when it is poured to the dock and have got
the corresponding discharge authorization.
The whole of the service area of the inner port has a collection of
sewage that dumps into a municipal collector.
In the Inner port, all the facilities located in the docks of Batería,
Calvo Sotelo, del Este, La Palloza and Linares Rivas and the dock
of the Marine pour their waters to the sewer network of the City
Council of A Coruña by means of separating network. The Centenario dock, dedicated exclusively to the loading and unloading of
solid bulks, has got a casket for rainwater collection. The Gas
Natural coal management facility involves a septic tank. The San
Diego dock concessions line 3 is connected to the municipal sanitation network; Thus, around 93% of the service area has sewage
collection and treatment.
In relation to the outer port, see the preceding paragraph.

Schematic description of the technical resources used
for the cleaning of the water sheet, and weight of the
floats collected in the year.
The cleaning service of the common zones of water, of daily
frequency, has a speed boat for inspection and a type Pelican boat
conditioned for the collection of both solids and floating liquids.
Waste collected by the cleaning service of the common areas of
water
RC: 55.16 t and RP liquid: 0.73 t.

TECHNICAL RESOURCES USED FOR THE CLEANING OF THE
WATER SHEET AND WEIGHT OF FLOATS COLLECTED IN THE YEAR

Number of boats

1

Cleaning frequency

Daily

Weight of collected waste in t (RC)

55.16

Weight of collected waste in t (Liquid RP)

0.73

Activation of internal maritime plans (IMP) for pollution
emergency response.
The Internal Maritime Plan is applicable after the introduction of
its approval by the Director of the Merchant Marine on 14 March
2016, in the Board of Directors of the Port Authority of A Coruña
dated on 11 May 2016.
No activation of the IMP has taken place during the year 2017.

Volume of wastewater discharges generated by the Port
Authority, or dumped the collectors which the Port Authority is the owner, disaggregated by types.

WATER QUALITY - SPILLS

2015

Wastewater Oza WWTP (m3)

17,440 11,820 11,440

Number of significant acciden- 2
tal discharges

2016

2017

0

3

Quantity Spill (kg)

2,500

0

730

No. IMP activations

0

0

0
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4.3. NOISES
Synthetic description of the main emission focuses
(punctual and diffuse) of the port, which suppose significant acoustic emissions.
The Port authority of A Coruña carried out in March 2017 measurements of noise pollution and vibrations, with the purpose of
evaluating the immission of sound perceived in the outer perimeter
of the inner port in a representative day of the port activity.
When selecting the measuring points on the perimeter of the port
enclosure, the main noise emission sources generated by the
different port activities have been taken into account, in line with
the recommendations made in the document that belongs to the
Hada project, methodology of monitoring, evaluation and
control of the sound levels in port environments, from the
Ports of the State, as the possible condition on the different sectors
of territory with which the facilities limit. Consequently, 6 representative measuring points of the noise emission were established along
the outer perimeter of the port enclosure.
Taking into account the values obtained in the measurement carried
out and the reference values, it is concluded that all the values obtained
in the points of P2 to the P6 are below the limits set by the current
legislation and that the point P1 exceeds the required limits, overcoming that is linked to the precise operation of discharge of alumina in
the Batería dock, whose disaffection of the public domain is foreseen
in the short term. Even taking into account the limitations of conducting a noise study of a port activity from specific measures, it can still be
concluded that the acoustic impact caused by the set of activities
carried out in the inner port of A Coruña, in addition to its gradual
decline due to its transfer to the outer port, does not have a significant
impact that could prevent the acoustic quality objectives of the
surrounding areas from being fulfilled. In addition, no complaints have
been received in the year 2017 because of this environmental aspect.
Regarding the Outer Port, In 2017 no noise level sampling was
carried out when no complaints were received from the urban areas
of Suevos, port of Suevos, or Rañobre, however a characterization
of the appropriate sampling points was made to carry out the
measurements of sound levels in the environment of the Punta
Langosteira port facilities.

Number of complaints or denunciations registered by

the Port Authority in the year, carried out by interest
groups of the port (port community, urban nuclei, administrations, etc.), relating to acoustic emissions from the
port activity. Availability of a system of systematized
management of complaints.
Following the requirements of the Royal Decree 951/2005, which
establishes the general framework for the improvement of quality in
the General Administration of the State, the Port Authority has
introduced into its integrated management system a programme for
the attention to complaints and suggestions from affected citizens.
During 2017 no complaints or claims were received regarding
acoustic emissions from the port activity.

Description of the situation of the port in relation to the
elaboration of the noise map and the acoustic action plan.
As the port was included within the noise map of the city of A
Coruña, and due to there are no problems of acoustic quality in its
environment, and provided that no complaints were received due to
noise in the Port Authority, it is not considered necessary to draw a
non-strategic noise map from the inner port of A Coruña. In 2014
was carried out the Acoustic impact study for the definition
of an acoustic bonding area of the outer port.
Frequently in the inner port, within the environmental monitoring
Plan, sound-level measurement campaigns are carried out, without
overcoming the levels of the legislation.

Number of performances, and characteristics of such
actions, performed during the current year on sources of
identified noise as a result of complaints and non-conformities registered by the Port Authority.
During 2017 no complaints or claims were received regarding
acoustic emissions from the port activity.
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4.4. WASTE MANAGEMENT
Percentage of the waste generated by the Port Authority,
which are segregated and valorized, disaggregated by
type of waste. (valorized waste type tons/total waste
collected tons) x 100).

WASTE GENERATED BY PAAC (PDEA22) (KG)

2015

2016

2017

Remainder fraction (rejection)

n.d.

n.d.

Paper and cardboard

4,900

5,535

6,760

Hygienic container waste

n.d.

n.d.

1,790

Biodegradable garden waste

n.d.

439

1,340

Electrical and electronic equipment waste (computers)

300

0

76

Metal Waste (scrap)

780

1,140

1,280

Toner and printer cartridges.

n.d.

31

136

Wood

0

0

0

RP – Sludge from WWTP oil separators. PAAC Facilities

17,440

11,820

11,440

Non-chlorinated used oils

20

100

190

Contaminated containers

4

5

47

Impregnated materials

0

5

47

Out-of-use batteries

0

151

127

HOUSEHOLD WASTE

141

COMMERCIAL WASTE

HAZARDOUS WASTE

PO RT AU T H O R I T Y SU STA I NA B I L I T Y R E PO RT S, 2 0 1 7

WASTE GENERATED BY PAAC (PDEA22) (KG)

2015

2016

2017

Used Batteries

30.50

32

15

Fluorescents

12.55

95.54

37

Polluting aerosols

2

Dielectric oil Transformers

-

PCB-Contaminated oil transformers

-

Electrical and electronic Equipment

-

1,448

436

23,720

25,150

87,000

0
3,595
6,205

3
-

INDUSTRIAL WASTE (KG)

Septic tank Sludge. PAAC Facilities
WASTE FROM THE PORT COMMUNITY COLLECTED BY THE CLEANING SERVICE
OF THE LAND COMMON ZONES (KG) (PDEA23)

2015

2016

2017

Inert waste from Port community construction works

4,940

0

2,420

MSW-Remainder fraction

463,690

475,860

475,580

Paper

4,060

6,080

12,900

Glass

0

0

0

Plastics

5,490

6,975

5,660

Expanded polystyrene (Poliexpan)

8,240

8,320

8,460

Wood

40,160

42,220

44,740

Waste from the cleaning of streets and common areas

18,160

10,380

11,680

Waste left in the service area

11,467

8,901

54,620

Nets and fishing gear

21,140

29,020

24,880
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WASTE GENERATED BY PAAC (PDEA22) (KG)

2015

MARPOL solids without known origin (except fishing gear) *

153

MARPOL liquid waste without known origin *

3,050

Signal Flares *

15 ud

RP-abandoned vehicles out of use

0

2016

1,453
1,650
116 ud
0

2017

1,084
1,910
0
0

WASTE GENERATED IN THE CONSTRUCTION WORKS CONTRACTED IN THE INNER PORT (PDEA22)

RCD-Waste generated in works contracted by PAAC

1,721,533.50 976,130

66,600

WASTE FROM THE PORT COMMUNITY COLLECTED BY THE CLEANING SERVICE OF THE WATER COMMON ZONES (KG) (PDEA23, PDEA15)

RI-Port Waters floating solid waste

57,014

56,340

55,165

RP-Port Waters oily liquid waste

2,500

0

730

Annexe I - C type m³

3,125.00

3,420.77

3637,13

Annexe I - C type No. of services

233.00

258.00

227

Annexe V m³

2,678.00

2,452.21

3,245.45

Annexe V No. of services

755.00

723.00

733

Annexe IV m³

8.00

12.00

0.00

Annexe IV No. services

1.00

1.00

0.00

Expired flares (Annex V) (ud.)

15.00

116.00

0.00

Annexe V abandoned (t)

0.15

1.43

1.084

Annexe I abandoned (m³)

3.03

1.65

1.91

MARPOL WASTE INNER PORT
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WASTE GENERATED BY PAAC (PDEA22) (KG)

2015

2016

2017

MARPOL WASTE OUTER PORT

Annexe I - C type m3

241.75

Annexe I - C type No. of services

28.00

Annexe V m3

73.90

Annexe V No. of services

53.00

103.00

151.00

Annex IV m3

0.00

0.00

0.00

Annex IV No. of services

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,730

3,557

1,824

506.33
51.00
147.54

712.04
79.00
212.76

MARPOL WASTE REPSOL TERMINAL

MARPOL waste Annexe I (received m3)
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Initiatives promoted by the Port Authority to improve the
management of waste from the port community. The
existence of clean points, waste collection programmes,
valorization programmes, etc.
The commercial waste management service in the port of A
Coruña, which comprises the activities of collection, transport and
treatment of commercial and industrial waste (dangerous and
non-dangerous) produced within the service zone of the port of A
Coruña, has managed to reduce in recent years almost the 20% of
the remainder fraction. The direct management by stevedoring
companies of the cargo waste has also produced a considerable
decrease.
WASTE COLLECTED BY AUTHORIZED COMPANIES FOR THE COMMERCIAL
WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICE

2015

2016

MSW-waste mixture, remainder fraction (kg)

861,800

Paper and paperboard (kg)

103,404

Glass (kg)

0

Plastics (kg)

68,837

Expanded polystyrene (Poliexpan) (kg)

78,160

Wood(kg)

71,130

Inert waste from construction works (kg)

23,800

Nets (kg)

0

0

0

Cargo, sweepings and bulk waste (kg)

987,147

965,850

1,154,980

The Port Authority has implemented the following measures to
improve the management of waste in the port:
- Mandatory compliance Rules
- Penalties in the event of abandonment of waste in non-authorized places
- Good Practice Guides
- Environmental Code of Conduct
- Clean points with separate pickup
- Awareness campaigns

879,515

2017

130,450
0
70,631
43,220
98,980
0

1,018,530
174,780
7,820
21,650
22,040
67,650
96,060
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Type of management applied to the dredged material,
expressed as volumes of dredged material in each of
the categories in which such material can be typified
according to ICES dredging guidelines.
Dredging of contaminated material has not been carried out in
2017.

Description of areas or species with some protection
figure, adjacent to the port or within the port public
domain: LIC, ZEPA, BIC, Ramsar.
Biodiversity: The terrestrial environment affected by the
execution of the works of the new port facilities in the outer port
does not include the protected natural spaces classified or areas
considered as high biodiversity ones. However, in this section,
the adjacent areas of Punta Langosteira and the Rosadoiro
reservoir are considered, and these spaces are included in the
monitoring of birds established in the project's environmental
monitoring Plan.
Rosadoiro Reservoir: Located in the industrial park of
Sabón, in the south of the construction site, covers an area of
0.56 km2. Subjected to high industrial pressure, especially at the
headwaters of the reservoir, it has important areas of marsh
vegetation, mainly reeds and bulrushes, and large muddy
platforms in times when the recorded water level is lower, thus
facilitating the presence of species such as the common sandpiper, black-tailed godwit, greenshank , night or grey heron , considered of special interest in the national catalogue of Endangered Species. There are also an important variety of waterfowl
like mallard ducks, redfishes and Eurasian coots, which breed in
these waters. Among the wintering species highlight pochard
shag, common pochard or common teal. The reservoir of Rosadoiro has the protection of the hunting lodge and is considered
within the Galician-Coast hydrological Plan as a space of
natural interest. In 2014, the monitoring of the birdlife has
continued. The number of specimens of the most representative
species has scarcely changed. In some species, a change is observed within the areas of distribution of the reservoir, without
significant changes in the total number of individuals. These
changes were due to the works of the rotunda of Sabón, that
exerted a strong pressure in the tail of the reservoir; one of the
most populated areas. However, it was possible to observe the
accommodation of the individuals in other areas.
Punta Langosteira: Located at the north of the area of
construction work, has an area of more than 50 ha and is formed
by rocky cliffs of a steep slope, where it is frequent the observation of the species Phalacrocorax Aristotelis (Cormorant Shag),
considered of Special interest in the National Catalogue of
Endangered Species. However, according to the Directive
2009/147/EEC, the variety contained in the Annex I to the
abovementioned directive is Phalacrocorax Aristotelis desmares-

tii (Mediterranean variety), while on the coast of Punta Langosteira, only the presence of the variety of Phalacrocorax aristotelis
aristotelis, a specie which is not subject to the application of
special conservation measures. Punta Langosteira is considered
a space protected by the urban regulations, included in the
annexe II, Natural Spaces, of the Complementary and Subsidiary Rules of the province of A Coruña; it is also classified as a
space of natural interest within the Galician-Costa hydrological
plan, and defined as a landscape unit in the coastal management
plan. During the follow-up of the species Phalacrocorax Aristotelis (Cormorant Shag), no breeding signs have been detected in
the environment of Punta Langosteira in any of the periods
analyzed. It is noteworthy that although the breeding of the
Cormorant shag in Punta Langosteira is contemplated in the
EIA and in the DIA, no documented references have been found.

ZEC Costa da Morte3 (ES1110005): Coastal strip that
covers most of the regions of Bergantiños, Terra de Soneira and
Fisterra, as well as a small section of the e A Coruña, between
the municipal terms of Arteixo and Fisterra. It affects the municipalities of Arteixo, Laracha, Carballo, Malpica de Bergantiños, Ponteceso, Cabana de Bergantiños, Laxe, Vimianzo, Camariñas, Muxía, Cee and Fisterra, and has a total area of 12,094.43
ha. This natural space is also ZEPVN and ZEPA.
This is an extensive stretch of the coastline between Cabo
Fisterra and Alba Beach (Arteixo), which rests on the outer port
of a Coruña and which, with the exception of a large part of the
Ría de Camariñas and the most important inhabited areas,
covers the entire northwest coast of Galicia and some of the
most separated and best preserved stretches of the Galician
coast. Considering lithologic, geomorphological and geographical aspects, the ZEC is composed of several very well differentiated areas, which are described succinctly below.
DECREE 37/2014, of 27 March, in which special places of conservation are declared the places of
community importance of Galicia and the Master Plan of the Natura 2000 Network of Galicia is approved.
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From south to North we find, first, with the stretch between Cabo
Fisterra and Lourido Beach, in the vicinity of Muxía (42 km), with
an open coastal front and predominantly cliff. However, there is
no shortage of sandy beaches (5 km of coastline), with outstanding examples in the face (2.1 km) and Nemiña (1.5 km).
Further north, on the other side of the estuary of Camariñas, the
natural space extends along the coast between the towns of
Camariñas and Arou (24 km, of which 2.3 km of sandbank),
encompassing at the end Vilán, the long formations of beaches of
boulder stones, the "Monte Blanco" of Trece and Santa Marina
and the foothills of the coastal mountains of A Pena Forcada.
After a small space in which the small fishing ports of Arou and
Camele are seated, the ZEC is resumed between the vicinity of
the extensive Arenal de Traba (2.6 km) and Cabo Laxe, to the port
of the same name, along 12 km in alternating sandy beaches and
boulder stones, small cliffs and coves with sea caves.
Immediately at the east of Laxe, and extending to the mouth of
the river Anllóns, upstream of Ponteceso, and to the vicinity of
the port of Corme, the ZEC covers almost entirely the Ria de
Corme and Laxe (12 km, of which 2.2 km of sandbank),
including the marshes flanking the Anllóns and the intertidal
areas and dunes of the cove of A Insua.
Once past Corme, the coast returns to be opened and very steep
to Malpica (39 km, with only 1.8 km of sandbanks), dominating a
landscape of marking cliffs of small coves, like those of A Barda,
Ninóns, Barizo and Seiruga beach. Here is located the archipelago of the Sisargas, formed by the Sisarga Grande (68 ha), the
island Malante (21 ha) and the Sisarga girl (11 ha), almost totally
cliff and surrounded by some islet and an extensive area of
lowlands.
Overlooking the port of Malpica, the coast makes a marked
inflexion and becomes oriented openly to the north, following a
profile clearly rectilinear to the port of Caión (20 km).
In its first part, the coastline is quite similar to the previous stretch,
basically cliff type, abrupt and with few small pocket beaches,
such as Reixa, San Miro and Riás. In its eastern sector, within the
municipality of Carballo, is formed a wide sandbank and a
coastal lagoon, the range of Baldaio-Razo, which extends over 5.4
km. Further east, the coast alternates cliffs areas of low or
medium development, numerous sandy beaches, among which
are notable for their size those of Barrañán (1.2 km) and Alba (0.9
km), and coves with boulders.
In short, this ZEC covers about 152 km of coastline, of which
about 17% (26 km) corresponds to sandy deposits of beach-dune.
In addition, 38% of the protected area (4,539 ha) occupies marine
waters, mainly to the south and south-east of Cabo Fisterra, in the
Camariñas-Arou section and in the external part of the Ría de
Corme and Laxe. Despite the existence in the past of multiple
degrading factors, the different wetlands, such as Traba and
Baldaio, still retain a great value, treasuring important and varied
samples of estuary vegetation and marsh. On the other hand, the

dune systems are very well represented and include multiple
sedimentary and erosive macro-shapes, some rare or almost
unique in the Cantabrian-Atlantic or Spanish spheres, such as the
parabolic dunes, the climbing dunes or the wind plates, the hung
dunes (Razo, Santa Mariña) or the barchans (Trece). The beaches
and fossil peat bogs (such as the ones of Razo and Baldaio), the
large extensions of coídos or beaches of boulder stones (with
singular examples such as the Cuño, in Muxía), the numerous
complexes of sea caves or furnas, the Quaternary rasas and the
abundance of mega-shapes and granitic micro-shapes are
geomorphological elements of great interest.
The area belongs to the Eurosiberian region, the Atlantic-European province and the Cantabrian-Atlantic sub-province, which is
being assigned to the Galaico-Portuguese sector.
The vegetation and flora of sand and dunes, cliffs, coastal Landes
and wetlands achieve a development, variety and general state of
conservation that places this ZEC among the most outstanding
natural spaces in the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula. In
particular, the Cabo Vilán and its environment have recently been
included in the list of important areas for the threatened Spanish
flora. A large part of the terrestrial area of the ZEC is the domain
of the vegetation of the sea cliffs and coastal Landes. The sea fern
formations or the maidenhair, typical of humid and shady coves
in the surroundings of Furnas, are very frequent. The extension
of the thicket dominated by the endemic "Herba de Namorar"
and the sea fennel, and the grasslands formed by characteristic
and fluffy lawns of festuca. Also noteworthy is the heath-gorse,
characteristic for its low bearing and its padded appearance and
characterised by the endemic gorse. All these shrubs and
grasslands adapted to the constant wind and laden with salt, are
home to a large number of endemic, rare and threatened species.
In addition to the abundant gunsmiths and coastal gorse, it is
worth mentioning the centáurea of Costa da Morte (exclusive of
the area between Cabo Fisterra and the beach of Razo, in
addition to Mount Pindo and some points of the interior of the
region), the Angelica Marina, the sorrel , the wild hyacinth and
the resedácea. The vegetation of beaches and dunes also has
numerous enclaves, like the sea sands of Fóra, Rostro, Nemiña,
Lourido, Trece, Traba, Soesto, Barra do Medio, Baldaio-Razo
and Barrañán, among many others of more modest dimensions,
with a degree of development and naturality that give a great
value to the LIC, ranging from the communities of beach
headboard to the thicket thermophilic in transit to heath-gorse.
The vegetation of tertiary and stabilized dunes occupies large
areas, where thickets are integrated, different types of grasslands
of small annual plants, bryophytes and lichens and, in the
Vilán-Traba area, formations of the scarce and localized Camariña, as in the beach of Trece, where is located its main stronghold
in Galician territory. Once again, these environments shelter a
large number of endemic taxa and numerous rare species, of
which it is necessary to mention, among others, the threatened
Boraginácea, endemic strict of the province of A Coruña and
which maintains various areas.
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Although they are affected by drainage, dike constructions and
other factors, the humid areas of LIC, such as the Estuary of
Lires, the Lagoon of Traba, the wetland of Brañas Mouras (after
the Laxe beach) and the marshes of Bajo Anllóns, Baldaio and
Seiruga Beach, they still present a high diversity of estuarine
habitats and marshes. This variety is reflected in the existence of
phanerogams seagrass meadows of the genus Zostera, different
types of salt marshes and reeds, large extensions of helio-phytic
vegetation, singular wetlands hygropeaty at sea level, amphibious vegetation and submerged of banks and bottoms of
freshwater or brackish water, wet meadows of transdune and
swampy groves of alders and willows. Among the most outstanding taxa that welcome these means, we will mention two of the
humid meadows, such as the orchid, as well as the salted chard,
also in critical danger, present in the brackish marshes.
Natural area of high interest for its birdlife, and in particular for
its populations of seabirds, which are concentrated to nest
mainly in the Sisargas Islands, the islets of Cabo Vilán and the
coastal stretch of Fisterra, with small nuclei in the vicinity of
Malpica, Roncudo and Arou. It houses the only Spanish
breeding colonies of common Guillemot and Kittiwake Gull,
located in Vilán and Sisargas, as well as one of the largest of the
dark gulls. The European petrel nests in Vilán and the Cormorant Shag maintains several colonies on the shores of Malpica,
Sisargas, Roncudo, Vilán, Muxía-Touriñán and Fisterra. Also
noteworthy are the gull colonies, and particularly that of Sisargas. Among the non-breeding seabirds stand out, due to their
degree of threat and the number of their troops in the area, the
large Diver and the Balearic Shearwater. However, all this coastline is a regular transit and parking area for hundreds of
thousands of specimens from many other species of migratory
and wintering seabirds; The waters and shoals between Baldaio,
the Sisargas Islands and the Ría de Corme and Laxe have
special relevance to this effect. The non-marine birdlife linked to
the rocky and coastal Landes is also noteworthy and includes an
important part of the effective players of the chough in Galicia,
several territories of Peregrine Falcon, Kestrel and some colonies
of royal Swift, A species of distribution very localized in this
autonomous community, lone Rocker and Montagu's Harrier,
among other species of high interest. Wetlands and beaches
accommodate interesting populations of aquatic birds, and
especially waders, with Baldaio and the cove of A Ínsua (estuary
of the river Anllóns) as more prominent sites, although the rocky
low littoral and many beaches, like those of Rostro, Nemiña or
Traba, can concentrate large numbers of birds, during the
migratory steps of spring and autumn. The Oystercatcher Eurasian, various Sandpiper species, the Godwits needle and the
curlews, reach national or regional importance for their migrant
or wintering populations. In addition, several of the most extensive sandbanks give shelter to an important part of the effective
players of the threatened Kentish Plover. Among the birdlife of
marshes and lagoons, the presence as a nesting of scarce little
bitterns common and important populations of passerines

breeding and migratory, which use the reeds and other formations of helophytic vegetation; Special mention deserves the
reproductive cores of the iberian-western red bunting, Iberian
endemism qualified in danger, and the regular presence as a
migrant of the Aquatic Warbler. Among other vertebrates of
special interest, it should be noted, as for the fish, the existence
of the lamprey, the pslam reo and the eel. Among the herpetological fauna, the unique island populations of the Bocage lizard
of the Sisargas Islands, various north-western endemic species,
such as the greenish lizard or the Dartford Salamander and the
variety and quantity of amphibians in the coastal wetlands.
Among the mammals, it is worth mentioning the presence of
regular-onset cetaceans, such as the bottlenose dolphin, the
common dolphin or the Calderón.
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Characterization and inventory work of the natural
environment in the port and in the surrounding areas. In
particular, the availability of underwater bionomic
cartography of the waters of the port.
The funds of the external port have been subjected to different
bioceanic transects during its construction and exploitation phase,
which allows having updated bionomic information.
In relation to the biodiversity of the marine environment, studies
reflect that there are no deviations from the impacts envisaged in the
EsIA. Using as a knowledge base the information collected, both in
the study of environmental impact and in the studies carried out in
previous years, it is concluded that the destruction of the existing
natural communities, is the only consequence of the occupation of
the marine surface by the infrastructure. There have been no deviations from the provisions of the EsIA.
In contrast, it is important to note that the material poured into the
marine environment (breakwater blocks and large rocks) is being
colonized satisfactorily and it is expected that in the future the initial
colonization by opportunistic species give rise to a proper community of the atlantic seaboard.

Name

Quantitative study of benthic communities

Place

Outer Port

State

Developed

Year

2016

Reason

Monitoring of the evolution of the biodiversity
of the marine environment in the outer port.

Description For the study of the biodiversity of the
marine environment, two campaigns per
year are carried out for the monitoring of
marine biocenosis.
The methodology used for the study
consists of sampling and taking photographs in 4 transepts which are perpendicular
to the coastline to determine the evolution
of the benthic populations of the inner and
surrounding areas of the port facilities.

Schematic description of projects of regeneration of the
natural environment undertaken by the Port Authority,
and valuation in euros of the cost of such actions.
There have been no regeneration actions of the natural environment during 2017.

4.5. ECO-EFFICIENCY
Efficiency in the use of the soil, expressed as a percentage
of the terrestrial service zone that is occupied by the
active installations, whether these are owned or under
concession or authorisation.
In 2017, 38.13% of the terrestrial service zone of the inner port was
occupied and 17.68% of the outer port by active installations, both
of them owned and under concession or authorization.
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Evolution, at least in the last three years, of the total
annual water consumption of the Port Authority, expressed as total cubic metres and as cubic metres per square
metre of area of the service zone, indicating whether the
management responsibility of the network is under the
Port Authority or it is outsourced.
The water consumed in the Port Authority comes from the Cecebre
dam, it is purified in the drinking water treatment station of La Telva
and pumped and distributed by the EMALCSA1 owned network to
the consumption points in the port.
EMALCSA (Empresa Municipal Aguas de La Coruña, S. A.) is
responsible for the management of all the water supply facilities, as
well as the management of the service (supply and billing to the port
users and the Port Authority).

WATER CONSUMPTION PER USES (M3)

2015

2016

2017

INNER PORT

27,360

22,695

24,358

PAAC consumption (buildings, changing rooms, etc.)

3,735

3,054

1,567

Irrigation

1,877

7,101

4,639

Cleaning of common areas

-

-

-

Water supply to Ships

21,748

12,540

18,422

Consumption in m3

27,360

22,695

24,628

Area of the service zone in m2

1,086,688

1,086,688

1,086,688

RATIO m3/m2

0.0252

0.0209

0.0227

OUTER PORT

611

10,859

11,091

Consumption in Outer Port m3

611

10,859

11,091

Area of the service zone in m2

2,587,120

3,033,627

3,442,196

RATIO m3/m2

0.0002

0.0036

0.0032

TOTAL WATER CAPTURE INNER/OUTER PORT

27,971

33,554

24,358
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Evolution, at least in the last three years, of the efficiency
of the water distribution network, expressed as a percentage, for those Port Authorities that carry out direct
management of the distribution network.
The management of the water is carried out by EMALCSA
(Empresa Municipal Aguas de La Coruña, S. A.) and it is in charge
of the management of all the water supply facilities, as well as the
management of the service (supply and billing to the users of the
port and the Port Authority).

Evolution, at least in the last three years, of the total
annual consumption of electricity in installations of the
Port Authority and lighting of common service zones,
expressed as total kWh and as total kWh per square metre
of the service zone.
ANNUAL ELECTRIC
POWER CONSUMPTION AT THE APAC
FACILITIES

Evolution, at least in the last three years, of the total
annual consumption of fuels (diesel oil, petrol, natural
gas, etc.), used by the Port Authority (cars, heating, etc.),
expressed as total cubic metres and as cubic metres per
square metre of the service zone.
ANNUAL FUEL
CONSUMPTION

2015

2016

2017

Total fuel
consumption in m3

35,600.50 41,627.11 44,469.56

Area of the service
zone in m2

3,673,808 4,120,315 4,528,884

Ratio Mm3/m2

0.00969

0.0101

0.00982

FUEL TYPE

CONSUMPTION

% OF THE TOTAL

Natural Gas

-

0.000%

Consumption in KWH 2,257,604 2,251,971 2,513,091
(interior port, exterior and
lighthouses)

Propane

-

0.000%

Gasoline

1,612.56

3.626%

Area of service
zone in m2

3,673,808 4,120,315 4,528,884

Diesel

42,857.00

96.373%

Ratio Kwh/m2

0.6145

Other

-

0.000%

SOURCES OF
CONSUMPTION

CONSUMPTION

% OF THE TOTAL

SOURCE OF
CONSUMPTION
BY USES

2015

2016

2017

0.5465

CONSUMPTION

0.5550

% OF THE TOTAL

Heating/Hot water
supply

14,953.00

33.625%

Road lighting

0

0%

Vehicles

26,934.46

60.568%

Offices (lighting, air
conditioning, etc.)

150,545

6%

Boats

-

0.000%

Generators

2,582.10

5.806%

Other uses

-

0.000%

Other uses (indicate
which ones)

0

0%
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4.6. PORT COMMUNITY
A synthetic description of the type of conditions, or
requirements established, on environmental aspects
of the specifications of the port services, under granting conditions and entitling of concessions or authorisations.
The Port Authority establishes in the specifications of the
general conditions for the granting of concessions and authorisations for the environmental protection, through the following
rule:
Rule 25. Environmental measures.
The concessionaire who develops or can develop activities listed
in the annexe I of the Law 16/2002 of 1 July, on Integrated
Pollution Prevention and Control shall have, before the
commencement of the activity, the mandatory environmental
authorisation Integrated by the department responsible for the
environment.
In the case of activities listed in the annexe I of the Law 9/2013
of 19 December, of the entrepreneurship and economic competitiveness of Galicia, the environmental impact assessment
procedure must be submitted. In the case of activities that are
not included in that annexe I, they deserve the consideration of
annoying, unhealthy, harmful and dangerous, in accordance
with the definitions contained in article 13 of the Law 1/1995 of
2 January, on environmental protection, the holder of the authorization shall consult with the department responsible for the
environment on the need or not of the environmental impact
assessment of the activities.
The holder of a concession whose activity may be discharged
from wastewater to the sanitation network, the public hydraulic
domain or port docks, must have the mandatory authorisation
granted by the competent hydraulic local or autonomous administration and comply with the dumping limits established
therein, as well as make the payment of the corresponding fees,
being necessary to have inside the concession of one control
casket in each authorized discharge connection, located in an
accessible place for the sampling and testing of the flow.
The granting of a concession or authorisation in the port public
domain attributes to its holder the status of the owner of the
waste generated or found in the concession or authorisation and,
therefore, responsible for the fulfilment of the Legal obligations
derived, in particular from those laid down in the Law 22/2011
of 28 July, on contaminated waste and soils. In the event that the
activity under the concession generates less than 10,000 kg per
year of hazardous waste, the owner of the grant must register as
a small producer in the General Register of Managers and
Producers of Waste in Galicia. If the generation reaches or
exceeds 10,000 kg per year, the consolidated text of the Royal
Decree 833/1988 of 20 July, approving the regulation for the
execution of the Law 20/1986 on basic of toxic and dangerous
wastes will be applied and in this case it is necessary to have the

mandatory authorisation according to the decree 174/2005 of 9
June, on regulations of the legal regime of the production and
management of waste and the General Register of Producers
and Managers of waste in Galicia.
If the holder executes construction works, they must be authorized by the Port Authority and subject to the provisions of the
Royal Decree 105/2008 of 1 February, regulating the production and management of construction and demolition waste.
The holder of the authorisation shall identify the producer of
the construction and demolition waste. If not, the holder of the
concession shall be considered as such for the purposes of
applying the aforementioned Royal Decree 105/2008 and
Decree 174/2005.
In accordance with Royal Decree 9/2005 of 14 January, establishing the relationship of the potentially polluting soil activities
and the criteria and standards for the declaration of contaminated soils, the holder of the concession, if the activity to be carried
out in it is potentially polluting, must comply with the obligations
imposed by the mentioned Royal decree and other applicable
rules. To this end, the concessionaire shall prepare, prior to the
extinction of the same, a soil situation report to assess the degree
of contamination of the same and make it available to the Port
Authority.
In any case, the holder of a concession is obliged to obtain from
the corresponding agencies and to keep up to date the permissions, licenses, plans and certificates that establishes the current
legislation, as well as to the fulfillment of the environmental
regulations in force, that are applicable to them at any time and
must, at its expense, take the necessary measures, so that the
development of the activity does not harm the environment and
those which, for that purpose, are required by the Port Authority
or by the environmental administration .
In particular, the legal provisions of application established in
the existing Code of Environmental Conduct of the Port Authority of A Coruña, as well as those other provisions or standards
approved or which the Port Authority will approve in the future,
shall be binding. Likewise, the holder of the concession shall
have sufficient means for the prevention and control of accidental marine, atmospheric and terrestrial pollution that may occur
during his activity.
Likewise, for the correct management of the environmental
aspects of the users of the port, the Port Authority has a Code of
Environmental Conduct of the Port of A Coruña; available on
the Port Authority's Web page, http://cma.puertocoruna.com.
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Level of implementation of Environmental Management Systems in the port facilities, expressed as the
total number and percentage of the maritime goods
terminals and maritime passenger stations under
concession or authorisation, and licensed or authorized companies to provide port or commercial services,
which have the EMAS accreditation or are certified
according to ISO 14001:2004 with a scope that covers
"all the environmental aspects related to the development of its activity".
All the general and port service providers in the port of A
Coruña have the certification of their Environmental Management System according to the ISO-EN UNE 14001:2004. In
addition, the company Pérez Torres Marítima is registered in the
EMAS register.
The following maritime terminals (Art. 182, RDL 2/2011) have
a SGA: REPSOL maritime Terminal, Coal Management warehouse "La Medusa" (GNF-TMGA), TMGA (Centenario hall),
Ceferino Nogueira (2 halls and a conveyor in Centenario), CLH,
Bioethanol, Tudela Veguín (San Diego and Calvo Sotelo), Bunge
Ibérica (Calvo Sotelo), Oleosilos Galicia and Alcoa (drums set).
COMPANIES PROVIDING THE GOODS
HANDLING SERVICE WITH EMS
(with license, authorization or concession)

NO. OF COMPANIES

3

% OF COMPANIES

100%

CONCESSIONS FOR THE HANDLING OF
GOODS WITH EMS
(MARITIME GOODS TERMINALS)

NO. OF CONCESSIONS

7

% OF CONCESSIONS

70%
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